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Last stage for Bourke Street
Frank Van Straten reports on another chapter in the long history of Bourke Street’s last remaining live theatre.

M

ost people know

Drapac had bought the site

it as a popular

for $6.9 million, but a title

venue for

search revealed that it was

clubbing and glitzy rock

in fact acquired in August

entertainment—Metro

by Bourke Property

Melbourne. It’s been Metro

Group, ultimately

Melbourne for 20 years, a

controlled by another

little over one-fifth of its

Melbourne businessman,

long life.

Nick Meletis.

But before that it had a

Bourke Property has

succession of names and

now sold the property to

uses, principally as a live

Jerry Pilarinos. He is the

theatre and a cinema. On

Metro’s third owner in less

Stage detailed this eventful

than two years.

history in three early issues

Palace intrigue

(Spring 2000, Summer and

Mr Pilarinos is an

Autumn 2001).

established entertainment

Now the old place is in
the news again. On 26 June
The Australian Financial Review reported that
it’s changed hands for just under $10 million.
The new owner is Jerry Pilarinos, a
reclusive Melbourne millionaire property
developer. And, thankfully, it looks as if he will
retain the Metro as a home of live entertainment.

The 1855-capacity venue is currently
leased until October 2011 at $690 000 per
year plus outgoings. The lease contains a
clause allowing the landlord to terminate it
on six months’ notice.
The current lessee is Metclub, a company
ultimately controlled by Melbourne businessman

entrepreneur. He controls
Bradto Pty Ltd, the recently ousted joint
operator of the Palace music venue on St
Kilda Esplanade. An early contender to
develop the controversial St Kilda ‘triangle’
site, Bradto spent $2.5 million trying to
ward off eviction by the State Government.
The St Kilda Palace will now be demolished

What am I bid?

David Jaffe. Corporate records show Mr

to make way for Citta Property Group’s

The agents for the sale were Vinci Partners.

Jaffe acquired Metclub in August last year

$300 million development that includes a

Spokesman Frank Vinci told AFR that

through his family company.

$20 million refurbishment of the Palais

Before that, the Metro was controlled

Theatre next door. Bradto conceded defeat

thought the Metro would end up in the

by Domenic Tenuta and Joseph Tramontana.

on 24 May, the day before St Kilda Council

hands of a large developer who would see it

Mr Tenuta, who owns the Cricketers’ Arms

announced that Citta’s proposal would go

as an up-market residential complex.

Hotel, has links with the South Australian

ahead. The Palace hosted ‘farewell’ shows on

bikie gang the Gypsy Jokers, as does

1 and 3 June, and shut its doors on 12 June.

based on the enquiries he’d received he had

‘I had well over 80 inquiries. There was
interest from virtually every large developer
in Australia.
‘We also had enquiries from interstate
hospitality groups and a US-based
entertainment group.’

convicted drug dealer Paul Pavlovski, the

Mr Pilarinos has said he intends to

director of Ilieva Pty Ltd, a company that

maintain the Metro as a club venue, rather

owned half of Metclub before August 2006.

than demolish it for redevelopment, though

In March 2006 The Age reported that
the Melbourne development company

it is unclear whether he will take over the
operation of the business himself.

*

Fuller Grand Opera Season (1934), Jack

Robert Helpmann, who were appearing with

Australian Financial Review that the

O’Hagan’s Australian musical Flame of

the Old Vic Company at Her Majesty’s.

completion by Multiplex of the first of two

Desire (1935), and the rock musicals Hair

office towers on the Southern Cross Hotel

(1971) and Grease (1972).

Welcoming the sale, Frank Vinci told

site had helped revive the eastern end of
Bourke Street.

During its period as a major release

as one of our treasured heritage live theatres.
Though the existing building is a
conglomeration of elements surviving from

house the theatre screened Gigi, Ben Hur,

various stages of its evolution, the Metro

Mary Poppins and Doctor Zhivago. The

retains many of the important elements and

Sir Ben Fuller, Stanley McKay, Harry M.

introduction of widescreen films necessitated

much of the ‘feel’ of a workable live theatre.

Managements and lessees have included
Miller, Gladys Moncrieff, the National

the demolition of the boxes and most of the

The State Library of Victoria holds an extensive

Bourke Street,’ he said.

Theatre Movement, Frank Neil, New

proscenium. Even when the theatre reverted

collection of architectural drawings of the

That was then...

Theatre, Ernest C. Rolls, F.W.Thring and

to live production, they were not replaced.

building, and files in the Public Record Office

Its 20-year history as a rock venue is

provide detailed information on the changes

‘It’s kicked off that whole top end of

The history of the Metro goes back nearly
a century—to 6 April 1912. Originally
designed by the noted architect Nahum
Barnett as an unpretentious a vaudeville
venue, over the years it has entertained
several generations of Melburnians with an
eclectic range of entertainment—from grand
opera to rock opera, via farce, magic,
pantomime and plays.
The starry players who have trodden its
boards include (in discreetly alphabetical
order) David Atkins, Florence Austral, Gus
Bluett, Nellie Bramley, Coral Browne,
Dorothy Brunton, John Diedrich, Peter
Finch, Sir Seymour Hicks, Marcia Hines,
Kate Howarde, Reg Livermore, Charles
Norman, Carrie Moore, Queenie Paul, Ada
Reeve, Roy Rene ‘Mo’, Ella Shields, TerryThomas, George Wallace, Allan Wilkie and
Strella Wilson… there are many more.
Notable productions include the
controversial plays Children in Uniform
(1934) and Bury the Dead (1938), the famous

Hugh J. Ward. And, of course, MGM,
which ran the theatre as a cinema from

equally impressive. It has hosted many of

December 1940 to April 1971, first as the St

the biggest names in the business, among

James and then as the Metro Bourke Street.

them (again alphabetically): Boy George,

but the rest of the building is not covered

Boys II Men, Butterfly Effect, James

by Heritage Victoria or National Trust

of gala occasions. VTT member Maurice

Brown, George Clinton, Dashboard

(Victoria) classifications. The façade is

Scott has memories of an extraordinary

Confessional, Duran Duran, Fat Boy Slim,

basically what H. Vivian Taylor grafted onto

Night of Stars staged on 2 October 1959 by

Garbage, Macey Gray, Hunters and

the Edwardian original for MGM in 1951,

Stuart Wagstaff to raise funds to support

Collectors, Janes Addiction, New Order,

with some shiny cladding added. Some of

Anne Hathaway, J.C. Williamson Theatres’

The Prodigy, Prince, Silverchair, Soulfly,

the veranda cladding has recently fallen

entrant in the ‘Miss Show Business of 1959’

The Violent Femmes, You Am I and Xhibit.

away, revealing the old back-illuminated

contest. Artists in the first half of the program

And, of course, the ubiquitous Molly Meldrum.

sign designed to take moveable letters

included Evie Hayes, Will Mahoney, Graham

This is now...

promoting the current movie. This, and a

Under MGM, the theatre had its share

Kennedy, Joff Ellen, Toni Lamond, Frank
Sheldon, the Horrie Dargie Quintet, Robin
Bailey and Richard Walker. VTT member
Robert Foster was one of the dancers, and
another VTT member, Ronald Folkard,
was on the stage management team.
The 1961 première of the re-release of

We at VTT congratulate Jerry Pilarinos on
his purchase and encourage him to continue
the Metro’s grand tradition. We also hope
that no further changes will be made to the
fabric of the building, so that perhaps, one
day, it can be restored to its rightful place

ornate panel that surmounted the
proscenium remains intact.

How you can help
VTT is vigorously supporting moves for
heritage protection for the Palace/Metro
and we have nominated it for inclusion on
Victoria’s Heritage Register.
Please help us by sending your thoughts

and ideas to Heritage Victoria, Level 7,
8 Nicholson Street, East Melbourne 3002,
or email: heritage.victoria@dse.vic.gov.au.
The building’s reference number is
H7822-1548. You can nominate this or any
other building by visiting www.heritage.vic. gov.
au clicking on ‘Organisation’ and then clicking
on ‘Registration’. 
*

that have been made through the years.
A heritage overlay protects the façade,

similar sign at the Comedy, are the last
remaining examples of this once-familiar style
of signage in the CBD.
Apart from the widened street entry,
the building’s foyers seem to be much as
they were when Henry White reworked
them in 1923.
The auditorium retains the richly

Gone with the Wind in 1961 was even
starrier—it was graced by the presence of

decorated dress circle, gallery and dome as

Scarlett O’Hara herself—Vivien Leigh—and

he redesigned them in 1923, but the stalls
floor has been levelled and the stage has
been removed, along with the boxes and
most of the proscenium, although the

Top:At the gala charity première of the 1961 re-release of Gone With the Wind; clockwise from
top left: Mrs Fifi Buchanan (Alfred Hospital), Maurice Scott (manager, Metro Collins Street), Tom
Perry (manager, Metro Bourke Street), Vivien Leigh, Robert Helpmann. (Picture courtesy Maurice
Scott) Above: The Palace’s proscenium and boxes in 1923 after Henry White’s second reworking

Henry White’s concept for the theatre, 1923 (Courtesy State Library of Victoria).
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Wot? Another theatre to fill?

Singing its praises

A plea from Evan Hercules, founder of Victoria Theatres Trust.

Sydney Opera House is now a World Heritage site.

I

know some people in Melbourne will

will surely be able to cope with another

say that we don’t want another theatre,

theatre then. We will be saving one of our

and in fact the VTT has supported that

unique, urban features for future

argument. Why build new theatres when

generations, and it will further mark

we still have beautiful, irreplaceable old

Melbourne as a city of culture, as well as

theatres?

Foster’s and footy.

But, now even more, we need to argue

S

we are entrusted with a treasure of

included on the World Heritage

international significance on behalf of this

responsibility I have in my role as the

Listing of UNESCO. The

generation and generations to come.’

architect for the Sydney Opera House,” he

UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee

said. ‘The Sydney Opera House is so close

recognises Sydney Opera House as a daring

to my heart and is such a great part of my

and visionary experiment resulting in an

life... To me it is a great joy to know how

Danish architect, Jørn Utzon, winning the

unparalleled building that defied

much the building is loved.’

announcement was made in Christchurch,
New Zealand, on Thursday, 28 June.
This year marks the 50th anniversary of

Looking ahead, we could return the

‘I am very conscious of the great

ydney Opera House has been

that of all our older historic theatres, not

Metro/Palace back to its early 20th century

design competition for the Opera House and

categorisation and found an original style in

Sydney Opera House is one of only

one has been bettered in design by the

origins, but with an over layer of oriental

33 years since it was officially opened (October

which to express civic values in monumental

three built environments in Australia to be

newer, state subsidised ones; further, our

interior fittings, proscenium and circle

1973). It is the youngest cultural site to ever

public buildings.

placed on the World Heritage List, the

older theatres are forced to struggle for

boxes and flexible stalls. Dress it up (lots

survival against this unfair protection. In

and lots of red and gold) with decorative

open competition our traditional theatres

plaster work, dressings and plenty of plush.

would not be so threatened.

Gift it then to Melbourne’s rising population

be included on the World Heritage List.

Speaking from his home in Denmark,

other two being the Carlton Gardens and

Utzon said it was an honour to have his

the Royal Exhibition Building, both of

the World Heritage List confirms the very

‘house’ listed alongside the other extraordinary

them in Melbourne.

‘Inclusion of Sydney Opera House on

Named along with the Sydney Opera

special significance it has for all people,

cultural sites which include the Acropolis,

of Asian citizens, for Chinese Opera,

wherever they live,’ the chairman of the Sydney

the Palace of Versailles, the Great Wall of

House in the current listings are the Iwami

important, majestic theatres sitting in the

Kabuki, Noh theatre and cross cultural

Opera House Trust, Kim Williams, said.

China and the Taj Mahal.

Ginzan silver mine and its cultural

top end of Bourke Street, a street once lined

in restoring the Metro back to a theatre

productions.

with theatres.

when the time arises.

The Metro/Palace is the last of these

It has been forgotten and neglected as a

We must make sure that, as from now,

‘The Trust and staff feel very profoundly

Call it The Oriental Theatre! Being next
to Chinatown, it would add greatly to

theatre for decades and is remembered more

we do everything in our power to ensure

Melbourne’s colour and tourist appeal—and

as a nightclub and disco.

that the existing interior is safely on the

it wouldn’t compete with existing theatres
either. Has Sydney got one? I don’t think so!

The freehold has recently changed

Heritage Register. Enough of the interior

hands, but we believe that for the time

remains for us to restore and reconstruct

being at least it will continue as a nightclub.

the original auditorium. It is the one last

fathers, for benefactors and for the Asian

We are grateful that it is still to be a place of

example of an Edwardian theatre in this city.

community. Grab this potential to make

entertainment and we hope that the new

One dares to compare our scaled down

‘For an architect and for all the people

landscape ( Japan), Parthian Fortresses of

that we are the custodians of one of the

who have worked on it, (this recognition gives

Nisa (Turkmenistan), and the Red Fort

world’s most important buildings, and that

us) the real feeling of what we are here for.

complex (India).

n

Here is a long term project for our city

Melbourne a truly exciting and unique city,

owner will use all the remaining theatre

CBD theatreland to a West End or a

and help to keep its Theatreland alive for

fixtures and fittings as they exist. They

Broadway. But we can, and proudly. It still

all generations to experience.

worked magnificently for the previous

has a better European street buzz than

nightclub, and they will also be important

Southbank. Melbourne will get bigger and

- Evan Hercules
Founder VTT n     

Then…and now graffiti
In On Stage Autumn
2007 we showed
the fading painted
sign that once
welcomed visitors
to the Palace
Theatre’s stage
door (left).
Guess what! In
recent weeks,
reports VTT
member Dr Mimi
Colligan, vandals
have discovered it
too (right),
destroying yet
another fragment of
our history.
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The Highwayman

Forgotten pleasures

Peter Pinne concludes his piece on Edmond Samuels as his rollicking Australian musical The Highwayman
gallops off into the sunset and morphs into The Chalet of Dreams.

Peter Johnson, great-grandson of noted colonial architect George Johnson, reviews the colourful past and
the uncertain present of a grand Bourke Street landmark, the former Eastern Arcade and Apollo Music Hall.

T

he Highwayman was not the only

15 December 1956, starring Valerie Collins

makes fine use of an echo effect. The two

musical Edmond Samuels wrote,

and Brian Hansford, with the ABC Dance

songs from Song of the Snowy, again written

but it was by far the most successful.

Band and Singers conducted by Frank

in the operetta mode, show a composer

Thorn. It was produced by Norman

who understood the mechanics of writing

T

Shepard in the ABC Melbourne studios.

for the theatre.

On 1 July 1946 The Chalet of Dreams

opened for a three-night season at the

Prior to the fire, Mrs Fairchild’s

he recent news that the Eastern

could promenade, was the Haymarket

Arcade (next to the old Southern

Theatre proper, a three level house seating

executor had offered the site for sale to the

Cross Hotel site in Bourke Street)

around 2500. The whole project was to cost

City Council so they could expand their

had been sold to Devine Homes for

£11 000. In the following years it

market alongside, but the fire intervened

redevelopment to apartments sent a shock

established itself as Melbourne’s second

before they could respond. This time it was

wave through the small body of people

best theatre after the Theatre Royal, hosting

offered for half of what it had been earlier.

Sydney Morning Herald, it had ‘…bright

songs from the score and released them on

remembered, but Samuels’ enormous

who understand how important this site is

a great number of important productions

The council deliberated and then politely

music, a Swiss chalet, a romantic young

Edisam. They were ‘Song Of The Snowy’

achievement cannot go unacknowledged.

to Melbourne’s early theatrical development.

and performances.

refused. It was then offered to the public for

English baronet disguised as an ordinary

and ‘This Is My Home (My Chosen Land)’.

He claimed Oscar Asche, creator and

mortal, a pretty girl, a number of comedians,

Both were sung by Neil Williams, with an

producer of the gigantic World War I

re-evaluate this building’s rich

lease basis. As it turned out, the

and a threadbare story.’

orchestra conducted by Rupert Dumbrille.

London hit Chu-Chin-Chow, gave him the

history and to share this

site was to remain vacant for

best advice possible: ‘If you want to get

knowledge before is too late.

more than eight months before a

1862: Enter
George Coppin

Sydney Conservatorium. According to The

The SMH liked Leal Douglas in the role

Once again Samuels recorded two

Samuels’ scores are all in the operetta

Today The Highwayman is barely

of the elderly wife of a knight, and thought

mode, redolent of the period in which he

your show on, then you have to go out and

Eric Howell was the ‘perfect musical comedy

was writing. His music for The Highwayman

raise the money and produce it yourself.’

butler’. The Sun said the ‘music is delightful,

was criticised for his ‘failure to explore very

Samuels did just that, and the result was a

lovely melodies, with fine

bona-fide hit.

choral numbers’.

The urbane

A member of that

Samuels was

chorus was Alton Harvey.

passionately

It was his first show and

Australian, believing

the beginning of his

Australians were

illustrious career.

interested in seeing

The Chalet of Dreams

their own stories and

had originally been

talent on stage. At a

written in the early ’30s,

time when our theatre

and it’s possible that at

was dominated by

one time its title was So

American and English

This Is Love, as a song

product, his was a lone

listed in that show was

voice in the wilderness.

called ‘The Chalet Of

Cast of Edmond Samuels’

Dreams’. Prior to the

The Chalet of Dreams at

an environment of

production of the show in

Sydney Conservatorium of

indifference to local

1946, Samuels had

Music, 1946 .

That he succeeded in

work was testament to

produced a recording of

his resilience

one of the songs from the

and determination.

score, ‘Farewell’, sung by Geoffrey Moore

far beyond Edwardian conventions of melody

with piano by G. Kaminer, which he

and metre’ (The Sydney Morning Herald),

released on his own label Edisam. Dates

which is true, but within the conventions of

were listed as 1943/44.

the operetta genre it is a very good work

During the ’50s, Samuels wrote Song of

indeed. The score is well rounded, with

the Snowy, a musical set in the Snowy

stirring male choruses (‘The Song Of The

Mountains during the building of the hydro-

Highwayman’ and ‘Drink Boys, Drink’), a

Special thanks in the preparation of this
article go to: Richard Norton, Alton

redevelopment on a long-term

Perhaps it is now time to

new leaseholder could be found.
Hiram Allen Crawford (18321916) arrived in Victoria from

The site’s theatrical origins

the United States in August 1853,

began early 1862 when

aged 21. He spent the next few

George Selth Coppin (1819–

years involved in various gold

1906) lost control of his lease

mining pursuits at Back Creek

on the Theatre Royal, which

near Bendigo and then at Spring

occupied a prominent site on

Creek near Ovens. Then in late

the opposite side of Bourke

1856 he formed the firm of

Street, in the block between

Crawford & Co. and set about

Swanston and Russell Streets. He

establishing a network of coaching lines in

desperately needed a permanent home

the Beechworth area.

large enough to accommodate his various

Following a 12-month trip to the USA

productions and touring companies.

in 1862–3 he returned to northeast Victoria

While operating temporarily from his

and began investing in various enterprises

Pantheon Theatre at Cremorne Gradens he

including, in 1866, the construction of the

set about searching for a new site. As it

Star Hotel and Theatre at Chiltern.

happened, a site was not too far away.

In 1869 he moved to Melbourne,

As executor of a family estate, James

looking for yet more opportunities. By early

Robert Fairchild controlled a large site in

in 1872 he had become interested in the old

Bourke Street alongside the Eastern

Haymarket Theatre site and soon

Market. With two street frontages and close

commenced negotiations.

proximity to the other main theatres.

Forming a partnership with Samuel

It was perfect.

Packham, he eventually agreed to terms based
The fire of 1871 (fire No.1). Illustrated

on a 21-year lease, at an annual rental of

Harvey, Dawn [Spry] Bent, Peter Wyllie

the site and then embarked upon his largest

Australian News 9 October 1871.

£1250, conditional on £12 000 being spent

Johnston and Frank Van Straten. Books

theatre construction project to date. The

George Raymond Johnson. Illustrated London

on site improvements within six months.

and newspapers sourced for this article

theatre was to be known as the Haymarket,

News, 3 November 1888.

Now he needed to find a suitable architect.

were: Edmond Samuels’ If The Cap Fits

after its namesake in London. Designed by
the architect Peter Thomas Conlon (c.1830-

1871: Fire!

(1840–1898) arrived in Melbourne via

Coppin took out a long-term lease on

British-born George Raymond Johnson

electric scheme. The major character was a

big romantic ballad (‘Don’t You Think It’s

(Modern Literature Company), Kurt

female doctor, based on a real life person,

Romantic’), lilting waltzes (‘Song Of The

Gånzl’s The British Musical Theatre

1871) the building consisted of not one, but

However the building was not to exist for

Queensland in 1867. Using his Masonic

who travelled up to 500km each week

Bush’ and ‘He Was Gorgeous’) and comedy

(Macmillan), Philip Parsons’ Companion to

two performance spaces. At the front,

long. On the evening of Saturday 22

connections he quickly established a

administering to the needs of the men of

numbers (‘I’m A Girl Who Doesn’t Mind A

Theatre in Australia (Currency), Peter

above the Bourke Street entrance the

September 1871 a fire broke out. It quickly

thriving architectural practice, based mainly

many nationalities who worked on the project.

Bit Of Nonsense’ and ‘Now I’m A Man Of

Pinne’s Australian Performers, Australian

Apollo Hall, seating about 1500, was

spread to the entire building. By the following

on hotel and residential work. His big break

Means’). Even the two published songs

Performances (PAM/VAC), The Women’s

intended to be ‘a concert hall and supper

morning it was clear that the whole

came in mid 1871 when he was commissioned

ground as a stage production, Samuels

from At the Silver Swan reveal a strong gift

Weekly, The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald,

room after the best London model’.

complex had been totally destroyed. As the

by Henry Hoyt to prepare designs for the

eventually settled for a one-hour radio

for melody. The duet ‘Believe Me’ is a very

Courier-Mail, The West Australian, The

building had been uninsured, the owner

new Prince of Wales Opera House, to be

version. This was broadcast by the ABC on

pretty waltz indeed, and ‘Coo-ee’ musically

Toowoomba Chronicle. n

lost heavily.

built on the old Varieties Theatre site

After trying to get the work off the
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For just one shilling, on 11 November 1880,at the rebuilt Apollo
Hall, Kate Kelly and her (unnamed) brother answered all questions
from the audience. The next day, Ned was hanged at the Melbourne
Gaol. Poster Collection, State Library of Victoria.

Eastern Arcade and Apollo Hall in 1877. State Library of Victoria,

Fire No.2 (1880) which began in Yeoman’s hat shop in the arcade.

The front elevation of the 1880 post-fire rebuild, pictured in 1922.

H84.3/11.

Australasian Sketcher, 14 February 1880.

Ross, Criminal Records, Public Record Office of Victoria.

Note: The illustration on the flyer distributed with the Autumn
issue of On Stage was taken from the Hyndman & Bates drawing
of 1894 preserved in the Bates Smart McCutcheon Pty Ltd
Collection, University of Melbourne Archives.

opposite the Theatre Royal in Bourke

facing photographic studios for Messrs

performance to be ‘greatly assisted by his

one shilling. On several occasions during

Street. This was a very important

world-wide, celebrated and mirth-promoting

completed. Unfortunately for Crawford, the

involve considerable changes to the Bourke

Mayall & Sons. In the basement there were

this period the building was almost lost to

commission and it received great coverage

entertainment by a select company of Artistes’.

Arcade then had to compete for tenants

Street elevation.

extensive cellars running the whole depth

various calamities.

in the local press. (The site was later

of the site. On 13 May 1872 Johnson advertised

Rickards was to be the sole lessee and

with the Eastern Market, its much more
glamorous new next door neighbour. As

for tenders to demolish and clear the site.

manager of the establishment for the next

and Bates was commissioned to prepare

occupied by the Tivoli Theatre.) As

followed in February 1877 by a fire in

16 months.

the tenancies dwindled, the Arcade slowly

new designs for the alterations. Their

Henry Hosking’s umbrella store. Fortunately

fell into decline.

solution was to link the Arcade’s name

The 1894 renovations

cleverly to the late 19th century fashion for

Johnson and Crawford lived near one

By early June, he was advertising for

After Rickards’ departure various

In July 1875 there was a gas explosion,

another in Hawthorn, they probably met

contractors to construct the complex with

locally or through their respective Masonic

tenders to close on 17 June. George Cornwell

productions followed. These included

circles. In December 1871 Crawford had

was ultimately successful with a winning

Pygmalion and Galatea in April, Bonsoir Voisin

serious event occurred. At around 10 o’clock

Crawford’s 21-year lease terminated in

asked Johnson to design a new stable block

bid of approximately £16 000—but with

in May, Still Waters Run Deep, Miram’s Crime

in the evening a fire broke out in Mr Yeoman’s

1893, just in time to catch the worst

for him at his Brook Street residence, so it

steep penalties for non-completion after the

and Spitalfields Weaver in June. The Caroll

hat shop. Despite Alfred Crawford’s and

economic depression the young colony had

was a logical choice to ask Johnson to

first week of December.

Troup of Ethiopian artists followed in July,

the watchman’s attempts to quench the

so far seen.

design this new venture.

1872: The Eastern Arcade
The proposal was quite spectacular. It
comprised two large buildings at the front
and rear with two tiers of shops between.
The Bourke Street section was to be
designed in a flamboyant style we now call
the French Second Empire.
Upstairs at the front was a new Apollo
Hall with a three-level hotel behind. At
roof level there were three large mansard
domes. Above the central dome was ‘an
observatory, from which a comprehensive
view of the city and suburbs will be obtained’.
In the arcade proper were 65 shops on
two levels, lit naturally by a large lantern
70m long by 8m wide, running the whole
length of the building. At the rear, the style
was to be more subdued. On the upper

neither of these was too disastrous.
But on 26 January 1880 a much more

Undaunted, H.W. Staughton took over

The choice of the Moorish or Moghul
style must have seemed particularly apt.
Originally made popular by John Nash in
his work at England’s Brighton Pavilion

flames, the fire quickly spread to the

been the original builder of the old

and in September the Weston and Sharpe

adjoining shops. It had even reached the

the operation and soon began thinking

Haymarket Theatre and was at that time

Variety Troupe. After that came was a short

Apollo stage upstairs before the fire brigade

about how to rejuvenate the complex. As

just completing the Prince of Wales Opera

break while renovations were carried out

arrived to extinguish it. Subsequently there

joint owner of the Royal Arcade with Mr

House for Johnson.

and additional ventilation installed. Then

was much damage to put right. It was a

Spensley, he had lots of experience running

Moorish façade here, in the heart of

Harry Rickards returned for two months

near thing.

an enterprise of this type.

Melbourne’s theatreland?

Interestingly enough, Cornwell had

On 5 July 1872 Cornwell paid a fee of
£21. 16s and lodged his Notice of Intent to
Build with the Melbourne City Council.

with his Comique Troupe.

Back in May 1873, Crawford had

A series of successful performances

The first problem was what to do with

(1815-1823) the style became synonymous
with all things pleasurable, particularly late
Victorian entertainments and theatres.
What could be more appropriate than a

Builder contractors Murray and Crow,

bought out Packham’s 25 per cent share to

the Apollo Hall. By 1894 it was considered

of 117 Victoria Parade, Collingwood, were

Soon more than 100 men were employed

occurred over the subsequent years. The

become the sole owner of the Arcade. He

too small to be economic and was seldom

appointed to carry out the works, and duly

constructing the Arcade. Apart from a

US Minstrels appeared in July 1875,

then began the process of setting up the

used for theatrical events.

lodged their Notice of Intent to Build with

carpenters’ strike in October over starting

followed by a three-month run of the Baby

Eastern Arcade Company Ltd with a paid

time, work proceeded quickly. By December

Benson Troupe at the end of the year. The

up capital of £20 000 to purchase his

other more commodious venues such as the

The works were not, however, to proceed

the project was complete. Hiram and his

US Minstrels were back with a return

interest. Despite the large advertisements

St George’s Hall or, after 1890, to the newly

without incident.

partner were the toast of Melbourne when the

season in April and May the next year, and

that appeared in The Argus that month, the

opened Gaiety Theatre (also designed by

Arcade was officially opened on 7 December

also in November and December of 1879.

float appears to have failed.

George Johnson).

1872. A ball was held that same evening for

In November 1880 the Georgia

the tenants and friends to celebrate the

Minstrels appeared for an extended season.

great occasion.

However, their run was to be interrupted-

A few weeks later, on Boxing Night

their performance on Thursday 11 November,

In all the subsequent yearly postal

By then most variety acts had moved to

The other problem was the Lounge

On 14 August The Herald reported of ‘a
City Catastrophe’ when the scaffolding over
the Bourke Street façade and veranda

directories, Crawford continued to be listed

collapsed onto the street, killing a passer-by

as sole owner.

bedrooms over three levels with no

and injuring several workers.

Uncertainty over the City Council’s

external aspect other than views into the

the evening before Ned Kelly’s hanging,

Herald advertisements for this event, Harry

was cancelled so that the Kelly family could

reserve may have been a factor. In fact it

known as Waverley Hall; alongside on a

Rickards described himself as the ‘great

make a special appearance and give interviews

was not until November 1879 that the new

into two new floors of upgraded lounges

London comedian and vocalist’ with a

to all comers for the price of admission, just

Eastern Market buildings were finally

and bedroom accommodation. This would

ON STAGE

the Melbourne City Council on 5 July 1894.

Hotel. It was a rabbit-warren of small

1872, the New Apollo Hall opened. In The
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all things exotic, eclectic and eastern.

then in August came the Court Minstrels

level there was a large banquet centre to be
third level were specially designed south-

The architectural practice of Hyndman

intention to redevelop the adjacent market

Winter 2007

two side light-wells.
The solution was to convert the old hall

In the process of demolishing the front
wall and roof, the contractor had overloaded
the platform. Naturally there were public cries
of outrage at the poor level of safety.

*
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Love Equals lustre
Peter Wyllie Johnston sums up a brand new musical.

Eastern Arcade interior, (pictured in 1922). Ross, Criminal Records, Public Record Office of Victoria.
Left: the scaffolding collapse, 1894. The Herald, Melbourne, 14 August 1894.

1922: The Gun Alley
Murder
At 6.00am on Saturday 30 December 1921
a young girl, Alma Tirtschke, was found
murdered in Gun Alley, a small lane
opposite the rear of the Arcade.
Following a brief police investigation,
Colin Ross, the 29-year-old operator of the
Australian Wine Saloon at the Eastern
Arcade, was charged with her murder. The
press, especially The Herald, sensationalised
the trial.
Rightly or wrongly Ross was eventually
convicted and hanged—but not before this

old Georges store in Collins Street.
The hotel rooms upstairs became

emerged with a tantalising link to a longforgotten past—reminding us that things are

offices. In the rear section on Little Collins

never what they appear to be, and that the

Street, the ground level became a delivery

truth often lies hidden behind many layers.

bay and despatch area, whilst the rooms
above became workrooms and stores.
However the main changes were to the
central area where the old two-level

References
Dr Mimi Colligan: ‘This Window Has a
History’, La Trobe Journal, No. 78, 2007

shopping arcade was located. The section

Alec Bagot: Coppin the Great, MUP 1965

between the external walls was demolished

Hyndman & Bates Architects: Drawings of

and a new ground floor, first floor and

the Eastern Arcade, 1894, Bates Smart

trussed roof were constructed right across

and McCutcheon Pty Ltd Collection,

Finale of Love Equals at Theatreworks, St Kilda, 23 May 2007: Left to right: Amanda Levy,

the site, from side boundary to side

University of Melbourne Archives

Sally Bourne, Kristin Keam, Wendy Stapleton.

boundary. To accommodate the original

Oakley & Parks Architects: Drawings of the

sloping floor up to Little Collins Street, the

Clauscen’s City Store, 1926, Clements

ground floor was stepped into three main

Langford Pty Ltd Collection, University

areas. This new central area became the

of Melbourne Archives

across the two new floors. Building

Intent to Build’ lodged with the MCC

T

In early 1926 the Fitzroy furniture retailer

contractor Clements Langford Pty Ltd was

from 1850 to 1916, 1983

choice to celebrate the fifth anniversary of

mathematical geniuses (three of whom are

Clauscen’s took over the property and

chosen to carry out the works.

his production company Magnormos.

dead) who meet when one of them (Sonya)

contains excellent songs, including the

is struggling with the conflict between love

memorable, ‘Nights With Voltaire’.

matter had exposed the Eastern Arcade to
an enormous amount of bad publicity,
from which it never fully recovered.

1926: Clauscen’s

immediately began converting the building
into their new modern city showrooms.

main showrooms for the business, spread

Clauscen’s remained at this address

Winston Burchett: Index of ‘Notices of

he world première of Love Equals,

again. The production of Love Equals is the

Australian musicals, where conflict centres

a new musical by Kristin Keam

best example to date of the benefits of

on another man or woman intruding into a

and Craig Christie (Crusade, The

Joyner’s initiative.

relationship, in Love Equals, the ‘other party’

White Rose, Eurobeat), was Aaron Joyner’s

E-mails from Denise McMahon, Hiram Allen
Crawford’s great-granddaughter, May 2007

until it closed in 1970. Various tenants

Love Equals underscored the importance

Love Equals concerns the meeting of four

of Joyner’s work to bring Magnormos to

and mathematics that has driven her

the polished level that it has now attained.

throughout her life.

is mathematics.
The score is effective throughout and

As a new musical still in development,

followed. It was at about this time that the

VTT is vigorously supporting moves for

Parks, then busily designing the Canberra

Bourke Street frontage above street level

heritage protection for the former Eastern

suburb of Forrest and the Prime Minister’s

was painted white, then covered by a

Market, 131–135 Bourke Street, and we

writers of new Australian musicals has

of their own lives in the song, ‘Is Their A

attention to the structure of the opening

Lodge, was asked to prepare proposals.

slatted screen to obscure the old elevation.

have nominated it for inclusion on

always been how to find opportunities to

Formula To Life?’—an idea that recurs

sequence to provide greater clarity. As it

For most of us, that is how we remember

Victoria’s Heritage Register. Please help us

move new work from page to stage.

throughout the musical.

the building. It wasn’t until the late 1990s,

stands, it is already thought-provoking,

changes to the front and rear sections. The

by sending your thoughts and ideas to

In the 20th century they usually

original 1872 Bourke Street veranda was

when Allan’s Music occupied the premises,

Heritage Victoria, Level 7, 8 Nicholson

mounted their own work. In the 1930s,

idea behind it. There are no men in the

replaced with a modern cantilevered

that this screen was finally removed. Currently

Street, East Melbourne 3002, or email:

producer F.W.Thring made Melbourne the

awning. As was the fashion of the time, the

the major tenant is Dimmey’s store.

musical. All four mathematicians are

heritage.victoria@dse.vic.gov.au. You can

centre of the development of the Australian

women who are intrinsically interesting

Kander and Ebb’s Flora the Red Menace and

nominate this or any other building by

musical. In 2002, Joyner created the

characters. It is their stories that command

a revival of another Australian musical, Mary

potential for the same thing to happen

audience attention. Unlike so many

Bryant by Nick Enright and David King. n

The architectural firm of Oakley and

Their design involved only superficial

ground floor shop windows were removed

For many years this neglected building

and replaced with an arcade of island

lay concealed behind a modern façade.

visiting www.heritage.vic.gov.au, clicking

display windows, similar to the ones at the

Now a white-faced Moorish Cinderella has

‘Organisation’ and then ‘Registration’. 
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One of the major problems confronting

This leads them to reveal the struggles

A great strength of Love Equals is the

Love Equals would benefit from some
refinement of the characterisations and

entertaining, and a welcome addition to
Australian musical theatre.
Magnormos will follow Love Equals with

n
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Drawn to the stage

Letters to the Editor
Remembering Rio Rita

News from the Performing Arts Collection.

A

ustralian stage designs from the

Fraser, receive separate sections that show

Arts Centre’s Performing Arts

how their personal collections weave rich

Collection are being showcased

biographical stories through their careers.

in the major exhibition, Drawn to the Stage.

An eclectic display, ‘Uniquely Australian’,

The exhibition features over 250 works

explores the way designers have depicted

(including costume and set designs, set

Australian imagery and themes for the stage.

models, sketches and working drawings) by

Lastly, a contemporary collecting section

around 50 designers currently represented

highlights recent donations, including the

in the Performing Arts Collection.

complete set of Roger Kirk’s costume

A collaborative project developed and

designs for Dusty: The Original Pop Diva,

researched by Arts Centre curators Margot

material donated by Brian Thomson

Anderson, Tim Fisher, Carolyn Laffan,

relating to The King and I, and the bequest

Margaret Marshall and Steven Tonkin,

from the late Trina Parker.

Drawn to the Stage is built around a number
of thematic sections or vignettes.
These explore the way in which the

Drawn to the Stage: Australian stage design
from the Arts Centre’s Performing Arts Collection
is displayed in the George Adams Gallery,

Performing Arts Collection’s holdings,

St Kilda Road Gallery and Smorgon Family

related to stage design, have been acquired

Plaza. It runs from 21 July to 28 October

over the last three decades, and the

2007, augmented by a website and an

intersections of the Collection with the

informative 56-page exhibition catalogue,

history of Australian stage design.

published by the Arts Centre.

Wirths’ Circus: acquisitions
come home
From 1916, Wirths’ Circus occupied the site
that is now home to the Arts Centre; many
Melbournians will remember Worth’s Olympia.
Founded in 1882, Wirths’ Circus was

About the photo of the Capitol corps de
ballet in Spanish garb which is thought
would be from the late ’20s, early ’30s in
the Autumn issue of On Stage—by chance I
have a Film Weekly of 6 March 1930 which I
believe has a pic (right) which nails the date
and the show. It’s circumstantial, but there

one of Australia’s foremost circuses until

is a big chance that the girls are dressed for

1963 and two interesting items relating to
Wirths’ have recently been acquired for the
Performing Arts Collection.

a pre-feature number for Rio Rita.
- Ian Smith
Cinema and Theatre Historical Society

One is a large-scale colour poster

Melbourne

promoting solo aerialist ‘The Great Peters’

[Rio Rita starring Bebe Daniels and John Bowles,

(Aloys Peters), who appeared with Wirths’

was produced by RKO in 1929. Despite its

Circus from 1932 to 1934.

stodgy treatment of the stage hit, the movie

Peters’ act involved performing aerial

became a giant success for the studio. Its

feats from a height of 23m with his head in

final sequence was in two-strip Technicolor.]

is the way it works and its interior. The

Inside information

auditorium in relation to the acting area,

whole baby boomer generation who

him in action as ‘The man who hangs

I found the article ‘New performing arts

determines that. A good ambience tends to

remembers Norman Swain with great

himself positively seen at every performance’.

centre in the west’ (On Stage, Autumn 2007)

jolly it along and so the magic then follows.

affection.

a hangman’s noose.
The poster features graphics depicting

about Perth’s new 575-seat theatre and studio,

Tait Collection of

Australia, Peters

very interesting. Most commendable was a policy

Edwardian costume

returned to the USA

of consultation with Perth’s existing theatre

designs for

and, in a fatal irony,

companies and the performing arts society

J.C.Williamson Ltd

was killed when he

first, to incorporate their needs into the design.

productions illustrates

literally did hang

No doubt the wisdom of this decision will

the way designs were

himself as his rope, the

imported for the

and noose failed and it

Australian stage

was curtains for Peters.

around the turn of the

The second item

20th century. The

acquired is a 34-page

Australian Ballet

album containing

Collection recounts

original drawings,

the history of the

signatures and

company through a

Kenneth Rowell, and
more recently, Jennifer
Irwin and Michael
Pearce.
Three very
different mid-20th
century stage
designers, Tivoli
Theatre stalwart
Angus Winneke, and

Its generous and spatially adventurous foyers

to Miss Patsy Jackson, a

Winneke for ‘Rhythm

young girl suffering a

Class’ from The Anniversary

debilitating illness.

Michael Winneke, 1983, to
the Arts Centre,
Performing Arts Collection.

in their gilded bronze box, must also present
an exciting introduction to the theatre inside.
Sadly, inside, this very theatre gets little

Costume design by Angus

Melbourne, 1954. Gift of

theatre itself.

relates to the neighbouring heritage buildings.

Wirths’ Circus as a gift

Show, Tivoli Theatre,

space was not given to describing the

crowned by its glowing fly tower, certainly

1951 by members of

Kristian Fredrikson,

I am disappointed, however, that more

with its interlocked rectangular volumes

It was compiled in

including Hugh Colman,

be apparent once the theatre is up and running.

As mentioned, the building exterior,

rare photographs.

roll call of designers

mention other than to say that it is intimate
and interactive and situated in a timber
cylinder. This is all good stuff, but not enough.
It would have been nice to know more about

The album has

the configuration between stage and auditorium.

been donated by family
member Sue Wardrobe
and is accompanied by
a touching letter written
to Miss Jackson from

Is it flexible? What is the ambience? Can it
be a courtyard with thrust stage or a proscenium
level or two? Is there an orchestra pit?
Knowing about these things tells us more

Bruce Hutton, the

about the theatre. An architect’s drawing of

designers John

publicity director of

the theatre interior, even, would have helped

Truscott and Anne

Wirths’ Circus.

n
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The exterior of the building is simply cladding.

us immeasurably.
Winter 2007

- Peter Stephenson Jones,

Would you kindly publish us a picture of
the inside?
- Evan Hercules,
Melbourne

North Balwyn

Follow ups—and oops
Autumn On Stage is a bumper issue with,

[The Western Australian Department of

as usual, a lot of interesting items. It makes

Culture and the Arts has yet to release

perfect reading, last thing at night, while in

details of the theatre’s interior. - Editor]

bed. You can finish a complete article

Sideshow down and out
I just want to say thanks for the lovely

without having to pick up the thread the
next night.
The history of The Highwayman was of

article in the Autumn 2007 issue of On

particular interest, more so because of my

Stage. I hadn’t seen that photo of me—or

recent involvement in cataloguing the

any of the others for that matter—so that

Charles Norman collection in the

was terrific.

Performing Arts Collection at the Arts

Yes, we are still feeling the aftershocks
of having Sideshow Alley go down and the
Melbourne season cancelled. What an

Centre, and being able to read the news
clippings in it.
The photo of the Las Vegas recreation

opportunity lost! I read Peter Pinne’s

of the Paris Opéra and the accompanying

critique on the previous page, agreed with

story was also an eye opener.

quite a lot of it. Who knows if there will be

One line in Peter Pinne’s Intimate

a next time? Still it was one of the best casts

Revue article on page 18 caught my eye.

of show folk I’ve ever worked with—a joy to

He mentions the critic D.L.Waraker and a

know.

couple of lines down says, ‘He [sic] suggested
- Robyn Arthur
Elwood

arch with end stage configuration? Is it one

groundbreaking
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I have long felt that the old boy never
got the recognition he deserved. There is a

Following his time in

The Lady (Viola)

The most important part of any theatre

Norman conquest
On Stage is fantastic, great stuff!
I thank you for publishing my Uncle
Norman story (Autumn 2007).

the sketch…’
A few years ago Dorothy Waraker very
kindly gave me a couple of nice comments
in a review, so I didn’t forget the name.
I can assure you: she was not a he!
- Gerald Taylor,
Melbourne

n
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Emily Soldene: in search of a singer

E

Kurt Gänzl recounts the remarkable journey that has culminated in the publication of
a monumental two-volume biography of remarkable woman.

mily Soldene. It’s a name which
doesn’t mean very much to anyone
in the 21st century. Except for a

historian, to the several hundred people who
have helped me over the past 20 years in
gathering together the material which makes
up the two vast volumes which were published
in April by Steele Roberts of Wellington,

all those archives of British facts and figures

‘forget’ to display before her public her

readers. With Scott’s comments, of course,

which are so important to anyone trying to

slightly irregular background? The public

attached. And with such suitable brief notes

reassemble a 19th century picture, and

was, quite naturally, much more interested

and explanations by K-F Gänzl as were needed

which in pre-Internet days could only be

in the irregularities of the dukes and earls of

to make Emily’s lively tales comprehensible

found by turning up in person at the various

her acquaintance.

and significant to modern readers.

archives of the world. Which in this case
meant principally Britain.

But, by this time, Emily had started to
pervade our lives, mine and Andrew’s. We

And Andrew began to dig.

wanted to fill out the picture of this fascinating

I of course was in the South of France,

woman for which we had prepared the canvas.

bound pages, with their handful of photographs,

battering my brains trying to finalise the

So we kept digging. I voyaged to Australia

grew. And grew and grew. And very soon,

last entries for my urgently awaited

and New Zealand and dug around in archives

the notes and explanations by Gänzl well

Encyclopaedia. Dying to get into the Emily

and newspaper files there, I haunted the

outweighed the Soldene ur-text. By the time

act, but limited in my far-away effectiveness

museums and fleamarkets of the world,

Emily Soldene: In Search of a Singer, was

to sending strings of cheques across the

country by country, for programs, photos,
clippings…anything at all that might

published (something like 30 years on

New Zealand, under the above title.

from that day in Brighton, on the

Emily Soldene was a singer. And a star.

opposite side of the world) it had

A huge international star—in the days when

grown to two large-format volumes,

such things were rarer than they are today.

containing more than 1500 pages and

And, yes, it is true. I have spent a good

something like a thousand pictures. It

part of the last 20 years of my life in

had become, perhaps, nothing less

putting together her story.

You just knew that, unlike most
theatrical autobiographers, this
particular lady was telling the
whole, undecorated truth…

help me in my manufacture of the

Alas, it was not quite so.

a singer, sharing on the one hand

than the longest and largest biography

Why? Why Emily Soldene rather than

of a theatrical performer to have been

any of the other many fascinating people

published in our times.

who coloured up the Victorian theatrical

Why did it take so long? Well, first of

scene? The answer is perhaps an odd one.

all, at that time when the red-and-gold

It is ‘because she wrote and published her

book first landed on my desk, I was busy

own memoirs’.

with The British Musical Theatre. And that

I will explain.

was very quickly followed by Gänzl’s Book

Some time in the later 1970s, when I

of the Musical Theatre, Blackwell’s Guide to

was scouring Britain regularly for material

Musical Theatre on Record and, above all, by my

to use in my first book, The British Musical

biggest and most consuming effort to date,

Theatre, I took a weekender to the south

the vast The Encyclopaedia of the Musical Theatre.

coast. And there, while burrowing my way

The commissions for books, for articles,

through a pile of old books on the floor of

indeed for all kinds of writing and broadcasting

a now extinct bookshop just down the road

work followed at such a rate on the publication

from Brighton’s Theatre Royal, I came upon

of BMT, that in the end I had to give up my

this faded red and gold volume: My Theatrical

day job in the West End theatre and trundle

and Musical Recollections by Emily Soldene. I

off with my Amstrad to St Paul de Vence,

paid out my pound, took my book home, and

France, to get it all done in peace and quiet.

thus began a most improbable love affair.
lines were not difficult to read between.

But then, for the first time, I noticed the

the most colourful, the most atmospheric,

Long, long lists of, by then, venerable

bookplate inside the front cover. Ex Libris

the just plain best book ever written on the

gentlemen well on from the years when

Clementis Scott. My book had been the

Victorian theatre. And, although I did not

they had gallivanted behind the scenes with

property of that most outstanding Victorian

know it at this stage, it was also the most

the ladies of the theatre, were firmly

gentleman of the theatre, the Daily Telegraph’s

scandalous. For Emily’s audiences, in her

‘outed’. Outed so thoroughly and so

famous critic, Clement Scott. And the

heyday as a glamorous leading lady in opera-

pointedly that one aghast reviewer could

pencillings were his corrections and

bouffe from London and New York to

cry ‘even the succession could be in doubt!’.

elucidations. ‘A liar and blackmailer who

But I knew nothing of this. All I knew

died in the workhouse’ he annotated the

very large number aristocratic and plutocratic

was that the previous owner of my book

name of one actress. Rothschild, the Duke

—and occasionally even royal—visitors,

had scribbled his comments on some of

of Edinburgh, and the royal father of a

visitors who were to be seen as often

these things in its margins. Pencil, happily,

chorine’s baby were all identified by name.

backstage as in front of it. And Emily’s

so I could rub it out.
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republish Soldene’s book for 20th century

‘brief’. For Emily’s original 300 red-and-gold

And, now, thanks to this particular

Australia and New Zealand, had included a

And why should not a lady and a star

than sooner. You can, of course, forget the

musical and theatrical historians.

musical memories and not about her family.

London, in the City. Tantalisingly near to

Some day, sooner or later, I would

Well I did it. Sort of. And later rather

handful of the world’s most thorough

Emily Soldene’s book is, without question,

Andrew, at this stage, was working in

And a thought entered my head.

And on it went.

ON STAGE

Emily quite simply had to wait.
Only, she didn’t wait. Naturally, with
my ‘eventual re-publication’ idea lurking
somewhere behind my left ear from as
early as the 1970s, I snatched up every
fragment of information which had anything
to do with the endearing Madame Soldene
or with any of the other folk who peopled
her public and private life which came my
way during my researches. But the project
received a big and doubtless crucial boost
when my friend and colleague, Andrew
Lamb, also got bitten by the Emily bug.
Winter 2007

channel to St Catherine’s House and suchlike
places. Thus, it was Andrew who dug up
such vital pieces as Emily’s wedding certificate,
and her parents’ wedding certificate…
…And very quickly, we realised something
was wrong.
Now, part of the winning nature of Emily’s
book was that it had such a beautiful air of
candour about it. You just knew that, unlike
most theatrical autobiographers, this particular
lady was telling the whole, undecorated truth.
Well, you do, don’t you? You just know.
Alas, it was not quite so. Most definitely
not ‘whole’, especially when it came to her
own personal background and family life.
The book, for instance, made virtually no
reference to her husband, and none at all to
her four children and to the grandchildren
they had borne her by the time her book
was written. It made very little reference,
too, to ‘Papa’, and why would soon become
evident. ‘Papa’ had married Mama when
Emily was already 10 years old. And when,
according to their wedding certificate, she
was a ‘spinster’. Worse, ‘Papa’ was actually
already married to someone else…
It wasn’t that Emily had lied about any
of this. Not really. She had simply glided
over it. By and large. Fair enough. The book
was supposed to be about her theatrical and

fullest life story I could turn out of
what, it became quickly clear, was
not only a hugely colourful woman, but
also a totally remarkable one.
For not only was Emily Soldene
concert and oratorio stages in the
Victorian years with many of the

era’s greatest vocalists—Santley, Sims
Reeves, Parepa, Titiens, Ilma di Murska
and dozens of their like—establishing
herself, on the other, as one of the
outstanding vocalists of the nascent British
music-hall stage, and becoming the world’s
most brilliant star of that sizzling, sexy,
witty and seriously vocal form of theatre
known as opera-bouffe, she also, during half a
century under the world’s limelights,
became a producer, a manager, a published
author, a Broadway playwright and in her
later years a long time and hugely
appreciated newspaper social and theatrical
columnist. And it didn’t stop there.
It was the early 1990s when I finally
decided—in an infrequent gap between
other assignments—that the time had come
for me to stop ferreting round the world for
the tiny missing details of Emily’s life and
work and era, and start putting all the heap
of stuff that I—that we—had gathered into
some sort of shape. ‘Some sort’ would be
about it. I did it, I wrote my ‘book’, but it
wasn’t good enough. There were things I
quite simply still needed to have. To know.
To include. I had to put my text away and
keep looking. So I couldn’t let go. Emily
went back into the box under my desk. *
Page 15

And I was right. Month-after-month,

what I set out to do 20 or 30 years

after-month the woodwork brought

ago. It is still Emily’s book, of course—

forth more wonderful unexpected

almost every page of her original 300

colourful bits and pieces of the jigsaw,

is still there amid the 1500—but it’s

time-and-time again I was forced to

something else besides: it’s a picture of

expand or even to throw out and

that incomparably vivacious Victorian

rewrite chunks of what I had written.

theatrical world in which she lived

And then, when the World Wide

Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

and worked—on both sides of the

Web blossomed into something like the

globe—and, as you can see from the

amazing person-connector it is now, a

title I have chosen, it’s my story, too.

whole extra range of research possibilities

The story of that search for the

lurched forth at me.

truths about Emily Soldene, probably

I discovered living descendants of

Wain or Lambert and officially Mrs

Emily’s family. I found a bundle of

Powell (1838–1912), occupied so many

letters written by her for sale at an

years of my life.

on-line auction house. E-bay brought

1

Somewhere or other I wrote

forth a heap of photographs and also a

‘Boswell did it for Johnson, Holroyd

couple of marvellous collectors who

did it for Strachey, Elliman did it for

were willing to share their hoards with

Wilde, but… Emily and I have done it

me. And finally, with the book already

together, at comparable length, and

in proof, one of the greatest prizes of all
popped up before me, out of the past. Emily’s
veritable ‘Papa’ put in an appearance.
It was fitting that it was Andrew, who
had done so much towards this book from
the very earliest days, who hit that

T

Limelight

isn’t, as you can understand, precisely

extra material snuck up on me, month-

Kurt Gänzl
particular piece of gold. So ‘Papa’ gets into
the book, after all, as a coda to the coda!
Finally in April 2007, Emily Soldene: In
Search of a Singer came off the presses. It

with only a few disagreements’.
Which I guess says it all.
Kurt Gänzl:’s Emily Soldene: In Search of
a Singer is published by Steele Roberts &
Associates Ltd, Box 9321, Wellington, New
Zealand. Email: info@steeleroberts.co.nz n

From Baby Boomers to Gen Y
with Sue Nattrass

4

he Changing Role of the Arts

industry. Gen Y arts managers have

Manager—Baby Boomer to Gen Y was

developed new skills for balancing social

the title of the wide ranging,

and economic needs in a complex

challenging address delivered by VTT

environment and for managing the interface

patron Sue Nattrass AO, for the Kenneth

with government.

Myer Lecture for the George Fairfax

now, and into the future, is how to corral

Management at the Arts Centre on 1 May.

and cajole these interesting but challenging

of the arts manager during her career. The

beasts, while balancing competing imperatives.’
The lecture was presented by Deakin

rights of audiences, advances in technology,

University, and introduced by Associate

the increasing sophistication of marketing,

Professor Ruth Rentschler (PhD Monash),

the rise of the role of the corporate and

executive director of its Centre for Leisure

government sectors, and fundraising and

Management Research.

philanthropy have all impacted on the role

5

‘The challenge for the arts manager

Fellowship in Arts and Entertainment
Sue’s lecture traversed the changing role

3

2

6

Dr Rentschler has generously made

7

1Ted Hamilton and Terence Donovan at the National Film and Sound Archive’s Crawford Productions Oral History Project demonstration,

available a limited number of printed copies

21 March 2007. 2 At the National Theatre Drama School Graduation, 16 March 2007: Penelope Lopez, winner of the Tallis Foundation’s inaugural

of Sue’s address, and these have been

Florence Young Scholarship, with Anthony Knight oam of the Tallis Foundation (left) and Ken Boucher, head of the National Drama School. 3 At the

organisations were run by men, many of

included with randomly selected copies of

Production Company’s 2007 Season launch at Raheen on 16 April 2007: general manager Ken Mackenzie-Forbes AM and chairwoman Jeanne Pratt AC.

whom started as “call boys” and had

this edition of On Stage.

4 Fay and Bob Crimeen with Sir Cameron Mackintosh at the gala preview of Miss Saigon at Her Majesty’s on 28 March 2007. 5 Veteran circus

of the arts manager.
‘Traditionally,’ says Sue, ‘arts

If you have not been received a copy,

proprietor Frank Holden with family member Mark Holden at the opening of the Circus Diaries exhibition at the Arts Centre on 18 May 2007.

Now governments and women play major

you can access the lecture in pdf and audio

6 Canberra-based Australian music theatre historian John Thomson (left) and VTT founder Evan Hercules at the concert performance of Collits’

roles in the arts and have a profound

form at www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/bowater/

Inn at the Victorian Concert Orchestra headquarters on 25 March 2007. 7 Philip Brady and Frank Van Straten at the launch of Margaret Campion’s

influence on the development of the arts

clmr/fellows/fairfax_fellow_2007.php.

book 3AW is Melbourne at Her Majesty’s Theatre, 9 May 2007. (Photograph courtesy of Ash Long, Melbourne Observer) 

worked their way up to manage a company.
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V

Collits’ Inn

Queen’s Birthday Honours 2007

TT member Anthony Knight
oam

was named in the 2006

Queen’s Birthday Honours.

The citation for Anthony’s Membership

On behalf of all our members, the
Victoria Theatres Trust is delighted to offer

McIntyre

special congratulations to Anthony Knight

as a concert pianist, teacher and supporter

oam—and

of young musicians, and through music

to the following members of the

of the Order of Australia reads: ‘For service

performing arts community who were also

to heritage conservation and the arts in

recognised in the 2006 Honours:

Victoria, particularly through the National

Associate Professor Stephen Edward
am,

Parkville, Victoria: Services

festivals and competitions.
Ms Anne Mary Phelan

am,

Professor Robert John Adams

oam,

Romsey,

Victoria: Service as an actress, and to the

Trust of Australia (Victoria) and associated

Fitzroy, Victoria: Urban design, town

community, particularly through support

organisations, and through the promotion

planning and architecture through the

for women living with the HIV virus and

of Indigenous art.’

implementation of programs, projects and

for asylum seekers and refugees.

policies that have transformed the City
Mark Douglas Burrows

ao,

Bellevue

Hill, NSW: Development of nationally
uniform corporate law and financial market

and performer, and to the community
through the establishment of music festivals.
Dr Alan Seymour

oam,

Sydney, NSW:

Services as a playwright and writer of

arts through theatre.

screenplays, television scripts and adaptations
oam,

Mount Eliza,

Victoria: Performing arts, particularly the

of novels.
Victor Smorgan

ac ao,

Victoria:

Service as a benefactor and supporter of a

through executive, administrative and

wide range of organisations, particularly in

acting roles.

the areas of art, education and medicine.
oam,

Malvern, Victoria: Arts administration,

Brighton, Victoria: Services to the arts,

particularly as a fundraiser and event organiser

particularly through the development of the

for musical and operatic groups.

Melbourne City Opera.

Michael John Frankel

oam,

NSW:

William Richard Thorpe

am,

force behind the spectacular restoration of

Service to the law, particularly in the areas

deceased. Late of Darling Point, NSW:

Beleura, the Tallis family residence at

of cultural and intellectual property rights,

Services as a musician, songwriter, producer,

Mount Martha.

to film and performing arts organisations,

and as a contributor to the preservation and

and to a media industry associations.

collection of contemporary Australian music.

Under Anthony’s direction the Tallis
Foundation now welcomes visitors for tours

David Michael Gonski

ac ao,

Sydney:

Peter Roderick Webb

oam,

Charitable support and the development of

Gardens, SA: Services as a musician,

extensive gardens, complemented by a

policy initiatives, to business and commerce

conductor, composer and teacher.

busy and imaginative program of lectures,

as a company director, to education, and to

recitals and dramatic performances.

the community through a range of

Williams

philanthropic endeavours.

arts educator and administrator.

Anthony is also deputy chairman of the

Charles Lynn Little

oam,

Bondi

history. It had been built in 1823 by

from the legendary Australian

sweet, and certainly comparable with most

Irishman and convict, Pierce Collits, after

musical Collits’ Inn proved why

of the major scores in the genre. ‘Stay

he had earned his ticket of leave. The inn

it became our first home grown musical hit.

While The Stars Are Shining’ and ‘Last

became a stop where coach horses were

When soprano Jane O’Toole stepped

Year’ are the two standout ballads, the

changed, when the road was being pushed

into the shoes of Gladys Moncrieff on

obligatory ‘Drinking Song’ is rousing, and

from Penrith to the Western Plains by convicts,

Sunday, 25 March 2007, the wheel had

‘Australia’ is a stirring patriotic anthem.

who worked under military supervision.

turned full circle. Varney Monk’s historical

Add to this the ground breaking (for its

musical play Collits’ Inn was back in Melbourne

time) ‘Aboriginal Dance’, and you not only

had Mary, the daughter of the inn’s

after 74 years. It was an auspicious occasion,

have a score that has style, but also one

proprietor, Pierce Collits, torn between the

and the audience responded accordingly

that has colour.

love of Captain John Lake and a notorious

for this one-performance event.

bushranger, Robert Keane, who has helped
her father change the route of the road to

by Gladys Moncrieff (Mary Collits), Robert

while on holiday in the Blue Mountains

pass his inn.

Chisholm (Captain John Lake), Claude

where she met Queen Rosie, the last surviving

Fleming (Robert Keane) and Byrl Walkley

member of the Illawarra tribe. The music is

is posted back to England. She suffers a

(Mistress Dale), were brought to life that

in the unusual time signature of 7/8.

memory loss but recovers in time for a happy

Although the 1933 Gladys Moncrieff

Mary declares her love for Lake, but he

ending when Lake returns.
Although Collits’ Inn came second in the

Matthew Davine (Lake), Ian Cousins

production was the first professional

(Keane), and Sue Braatvedt (Dale).

presentation of the work, it was by no means

competition, it was the show picked up for

the start of the Collits’ Inn story. That began

production by Rosenwax. The winning

the story with linking narration handled by

in 1932 when Nathalie Rosenwax, a well-

entry, The Island of Palms by Arnold R.

veteran actor Charles Tingwell.

known Sydney singing teacher, announced

Mote and Margery Browne, appears to

a Light Opera and Revue Competition for

have remained on the shelf, never seeing

accompaniment by the Victorian Concert

the Opportune Club. Varney Monk, a fledgling

the light of day.

Orchestra conducted by Joannes Roose, and

composer, approached her journalist

production by Jonathan Harvey.

neighbour, Tom Stuart Gurr, to write the

of Collits’ Inn at the Savoy Theatre, Sydney,

book. She came up with the idea of basing

from 5 December 1932, with her star pupil,

it around the real Collits’ Inn which was

Rene Maxwell, in the lead.

Script was by Peter Wyllie Johnston,

Monk’s score proved to be a delight.

still standing in the Blue
Mountains west of Sydney. Monk
had spent her honeymoon there
and was fascinated by the inn’s

Emeritus Professor David William
am,

Monk’s music for the ‘Aboriginal Dance’

The plot of Monk and Gurr’s operetta

was based on a real chant that she heard

Roles that had originally been played

Windsor

of Beleura house and the property’s

National Trust of Australia (Victoria) and

An operetta that was melodic, spirited, and

A selection of nine scenes skilfully told

oam,

Dr Giuseppe Antonio Talia

A

recent concert version of scenes

afternoon by Jane O’Toole (Mary),

development of amateur musical theatre

Mrs Avril Robin Everingham

In recent years he has been the moving

Gol Gol,

regulation, and for his contribution to the
Mrs Susan Dyer

the Johnson Collection in East Melbourne.

oam,

NSW: Service as an organ teacher, composer

of Melbourne.

Anthony was the inaugural director of

Professor Sergio de Pieri

In the second of his articles on important Australian musicals, Peter Pinne pays a visit to Collits’ Inn.

Rosenwax organised a five night season

*

George Wallace in a spot of bother in Collits’ Inn.
(Left) The program for Collits’ Inn at the
Princess Theatre, Melbourne 1933.

Turner, ACT: Service as an

Jack Kelly

oam,

Heidelberg Heights,

chairman of its Collections Committee, and

Junction, NSW: Services as an actor and

Victoria: Community service through

a director of Alcaston Gallery in Fitzroy,

lecturer in theatre appreciation, particularly

the brass band movement and music

which specialises in Aboriginal art.

for mature-age people in the community.

education.

n

Keep yourself nice
Biblical References

should not be used in a comedy setting—

Goliath, must also be avoided or any sort of

This is by no means always easy, so many

though it may be quite suitable in

parody of them. References to a few biblical

biblical phrases have long since passed into

programmes of a more serious character.

characters, e.g. Noah, are sometimes

the language and being therefore for the

Sayings of Christ or descriptive of Him are,

permissible but, since there is seldom

most part admissible in any context. The

of course, inadmissible for light

anything to be gained by them and since

criterion should, generally speaking, be

entertainment programmes.

they can engender much resentment they

whether a phrase or saying is still largely
identified with the Bible. In that case it
Page 18

Jokes built around Bible stories, e.g.
Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, David and

are best avoided altogether.


- Peter Burgis n
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his Efftee Attractions umbrella, produced

hospitalised in Melbourne, where he died just

Laugh And A Kiss’, ‘Dangerous Dandy

another Varney Monk historical musical,

two weeks later, on 1 July.

Dick’ and ‘They’re In Love’, which have

The Cedar Tree. Gladys Moncrieff was back

A national anthem? Sheet music for the rousing ‘Australia’ number.
Monk’s husband, Cyril, a violinist and

National Library, Canberra. No music has

Alfred Frith, Russell Scott, and Claude

again had a professional staging of either of

so far been found for ‘Some Distant Day’.

Fleming, who also directed. The behind-

these musicals. Collits’ Inn has been heard

the-scenes team was the same as for Collits’

in a couple of truncated ABC radio versions

musical; that honour goes to Jack de Garis

Inn: Jennie Brenan handled choreography,

and has had a few amateur productions,

and Reg Stoneham’s F.F.F., but it was the

with Fred Quintrell as musical director. The

including one by the Mosman Musical Society

first genuine bona fide hit. It paved the way

Age (24 December 1934) described it as

in 1951 which interpolated The Cedar Tree

for a flurry of Australian musical theatre

‘delightful’ and The Argus (24 December 1934)

song, ‘How I Love You’. Chappell and Co.

activity in the 1930s (Blue Mountain Melody,

‘pleasant entertainment’, with praise for the

became publishers of both shows and

The Cedar Tree, The Beloved Vagabond, Flame

score going to an echo song called ‘Coo-ee’,

published two songs from each, ‘Last Year’

of Desire), not matched until the end of the

‘How I Love You’, a ballad, and the title tune.

and ‘Australia’ from Collits’ Inn, and ‘Coo-

century when The Boy from Oz started the

This time Monk worked with Helene

ee’ and the title song from The Cedar Tree.

ball rolling again.

leader of the Conservatorium Orchestra,

should ‘enjoy a long

led the orchestra. Howard Carr conducted

run’. They liked Moncrieff and

and also did the orchestrations. The Sydney

Chisholm, called ‘Stay While The Stars Are

and films (His Royal Highness, Harmony Row,

Morning Herald’s reviewer called it an

Shining’ the theme song, and thought

A Ticket In Tatts). Although the reviewer

‘Australian opera’ and said that the show

‘Australia’ could be adopted as a national

thought Wallace was an ‘extremely

had ‘beautiful music’ which ‘lifted the story

anthem.

diverting and original comedian’, he did

to a height of romantic interest’. He praised

The show had undergone numerous

think he overstayed his welcome at times.
It’s interesting to note the comments on

Maxwell for her voice, and liked her

changes between the Savoy Theatre tryout

harmonised love duets with Ambrose Bourke,

and the version that appeared on the Princess’

the difference in the dramatic material

who played Captain Lake.

stage. Some songs had been repositioned,

between the tryout season and the commercial

‘My Desire’ had been dropped and two new

production, and ‘how important it is for

a radio version of the work. During this

songs had been added, but not written by

Australian authors and composers to have

time Monk tried to interest J.C.Williamson’s,

Monk. Charles Zwar, who the following

their works produced on the professional

Australia’s principal theatrical producer, in

year would see his own musical Blue

stage if they are to develop and learn’.

mounting a production. They declined,

Mountain Melody produced by J.C.Williamson’s,

declaring the piece was ‘no good’. Monk

supplied music and lyrics for ‘They’re In

returned to Melbourne where it played a

then travelled to Melbourne, where she

Love,’ and George Wallace did likewise

further four weeks at the Princess from 13

organised a backers’ audition with a singer

with his comedy number, ‘Dangerous Dandy

October 1934. This time The Age (15

and orchestra for film producer, F.W.Thring,

Dick’. Additional music was provided by

October 1934) said the show was a ‘musical

who had stated he was interested in theatrical

Harry Jacobs, who also did the orchestrations,

romance of power and excellent

production. Thring liked what he heard

and additional lyric credits went to book

atmosphere’, and that the audience will

and agreed to produce the show.

writer Tom Gurr and Jock McLeod.

‘carry away many lilting and tuneful

The following year, the ABC broadcast

He then set about engaging a top-flight

Monk was not happy with the changes

Following the Sydney run, the show

refrains’. The Argus (26 October 1934) called

cast for a première which would take place

and thought the order of songs as used in

it a ‘success’, and said it ‘satisfies as no Rose

at the Princess Theatre, Melbourne, on

the tryout worked better.

Marie or Lilac Time can’. It said one of the

23 December 1933.

The show did enjoy a long run, however,

best songs was the rollicking ‘A Laugh And

playing 15 weeks before transferring to the

A Kiss’, and thought ‘Stay While The Stars

publicity. After all, it did star the reigning

Tivoli Theatre, Sydney, on 22 June 1934,

Are Shining’ would be a hit.

queen of musical comedy, Gladys Moncrieff,

where it ran for nine weeks. The Sydney

her frequent co-star, Robert Chisholm,

Morning Herald (23 June 1934) was equally

of the show in Melbourne and Sydney, but

audience favourites Claude Fleming (who

laudatory, calling it a ‘splendid production’.

on the return Melbourne engagement Robert

also handled direction), Marshall Crosby

It was noted as George Wallace’s first

Chisholm left after October 26 to fulfil

and comic George Wallace. The Age (26

appearance on the legit stage, as he had

commitments abroad.

December 1933) called it ‘a splendid

previously been seen only in vaudeville

Collits’ Inn opened with a fanfare of

Page 20

The same cast played in both seasons

The following year F.W.Thring, under

ON STAGE

The first commercial recording from the

Collits’ Inn wasn’t the first Australian

Which brings us back to where we

husband, Edmund, who scripted the book.

show was a version of ‘Last Year’, by The

started. Seventy-four years is a long time to

The story was set in colonial days in the

Melody Men with piano, recorded on 14

wait for another professional staging of this

timber country around Parramatta and the

May 1943 (Regal Zonophone G-24752). In

legendary show. Was it worth it? Definitely.

Hawkesbury River.

1988 a double LP compilation,Gladys

Operetta maybe out of vogue, but a good

Moncrieff Sings Musical Comedy and Operetta

score is a good score. It’s such a great pity

(Moncrieff), is loved by two men, Lieutenant

(EMI EMC430062), was released with

there’s not a complete commercial recording

Verners (Russell Scott), a Captain of the

Moncrieff and Robert Chisholm singing

of it. It deserves it.

Queen’s Regiment, and Roger Carstairs

their duet, ‘Stay While The Stars Are

(Claude Fleming), a rich Sydney merchant.

Shining’. This was taken from a film

References

Drama was provided by Weston’s dissolute

recording of songs from the show made

brother, and comedy by the Flying Pieman

with the original cast. For years it was

(Alfred Frith), a role based on a real

thought this was made for the film version,

Hawkesbury district character of the time.

but as it contains the song ‘My Desire’

Once again the heroine, Dianella Weston

success’, and said it

since been found in Monk’s papers at the

compose and was published, she never

Barclay who wrote the lyrics, and Barclay’s

The composer of Collits’ Inn, Varney Monk.

Although Varney Monk continued to

to star, and this time her co-stars were

Although critical reaction was good,

which never made it into the professional

The following were sourced for this article:
Eric Reade: History and Heartburn (Harper
& Row, 1979)
Companion to Theatre in Australia (Currency
with Cambridge, 1995)
Peter Pinne: Australian Performers, Australian
   Performances (PAM, Victorian Arts
   Centre, 1987)
John Thomson: ‘It’s Australian—and it’s
good’ (NLA Magazine, December 2003)
Original theatre programs, The Age,
The Argus, The Sydney Morning Herald. n

audience numbers were not. The show

production, it most likely was recorded

played a six-week season in Melbourne

during rehearsals for the original

before transferring to the Criterion Theatre,

professional production before it was cut.

Sydney, where it opened at a matinée. Even

In 1990 Currency Press published the

with The Sydney Morning Herald (17 March 1935)

script of the show with lead lines of all of

claiming it was a ‘fine Australian play’, with

the musical numbers that had been located

‘beautiful music and singing’, it could only

at that time. Missing were the songs ‘A

manage a dismal two-week run.

Collits’ Inn revisited, on Sunday, 25 March 2007, for the first time in 76 years. Left to right: Sue
Braatvedt, Ian Cousins, Jane O’Toole, Matthew Davine and conductor Joannes Roose with the
Victorian Concert Orchestra.

In February 1936 Thring announced
plans to film Collits’ Inn with production
supposed to start in
Sydney in early April
1936. By that time Thring
had become disillusioned
with film production in
Melbourne and was busy
moving his headquarters
to Sydney, joining forces
with Mastercraft Film
Corporation. On 4 March
he left Sydney for
Hollywood to engage a
director and actors.
Returning on 19 June
he was immediately was
Winter 2007
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Auction action

F

Collectors and collecting institutions are reeling from the recent flood of performing arts treasures
going under the auctioneer’s hammer.

or collectors, Lot 146 was certainly

Symphony Orchestra concert autographed

in triangular towers 4.8m high. They were

the most newsworthy item to go in

by the guest conductor Otto Klemperer

previously offered by Wemyss in Sydney

front of the crowd at Bonhams and

brought $110, while a Leonard Bernstein

around 2000. The top bid of $120 000 was

Goodmans’ Sport and Entertainment

portrait photograph, autographed to

$30 000 short of the reserve.

Collectables auction at their new Prahran

Hocking, went for $220. Six posters for

premises on 22 April. It was the King of

Hocking-produced Barry Humphries shows,

Film and Entertainment Memorabilia

Television’s (Graham Kennedy) crown.

brought top bids ranging from $120 to $365.

auction in New York on 30 May. Lot 232

Somewhat pedantically described as ‘a

but highly

with four fleur-de-lis decorated in relief and

idealised 1906

other “royal” motifs, and simulated pearls

Dana Gibson-

and applied with purple, orange, green and

style signed

pink paste ‘jewels’, with purple velvet cap

etching of

within and simulated white ermine trim, the

Dame Nellie

white satin lining showing signs of wear;

Melba brought

accompanied by a black and white photograph

$1335.

an estimated sale price of $2000–$4000.
The crown dates back to 1969 when

theatre designers

the 13-year run of In Melbourne Tonight

Barry Kay

ended. That moment crowned Kennedy

and Kristian

‘The King of Television’. This iconic piece

Fredrickson. A

of television memorabilia had found its way

Kay costume design for

into a junk store in country New South

The Sleeping Beauty brought

Wales, where it was quickly snapped up by a

$1580, while a lot

private collector for a mere $5.

comprising three set
mounted set designs for an

premiums meant it cost the buyer, Channel

unidentified production of

Seven Sunrise producer Adam Boland, a

The Rake’s Progress brought

king’s ransom, $17 520. Boland told the

$2915, but a limited edition

Herald Sun that although he’d paid more

silk screen print of Kay’s

than he expected, the chance to own the

1978 set design for the

piece of TV history was too good to pass up.

Paris Opéra ballet Métaboles

interest shown by people at Nine.’

sketches by Kristian

Guenevere in the 1967 film Camelot. It sold

film 42nd Street fetched an identical amount.

poster featuring a colourful illustration of

The Angela Tandori Fine
Art auction at Hawthorn Town

There was local interest in Christies’

autographed portraits of Laurel and Hardy,

stunning theatre sets

from the personal collection of the late Olga

painted in 1987 by Charles

Varona, internationally famous Australian

Blackman and Rodney

trapeze artiste, brought $360 and $600.

Clarke for the West

Australia’, went for $2200.
A pair of 73x54cm lobby posters for the

number of choice items from

1880s Montague–Turner Opera Company,

the collection of an unidentified

featuring superb albumen paper photographs

‘ballet and stage designer’. An

of Annis Montague and Charles Turner

Elaine Haxton ‘Second Scene

carried an estimated sale price of $1600–

Guest’ from The Nutcracker

$1800 each, but failed to sell.

brought $2800, a 1955 Kenneth

A 1956 46x91cm Tivoli poster for the

Rowell ‘design for two exotic

Katherine Dunham Dancers brought $525

youths with spears’ realised

and a c1950s 99x37cm Silvers Circus poster

$1800, and a 1951 William

went for $240. In contrast, the Josef Lebovic

Constable design for Petrouchka

Gallery in Sydney recently sold a similar

went for $3200.

sized 1950s Bullen’s Circus poster for $770.

The Tandori offerings also

Lebovic also offered a 50x38cm poster for

included several fine Loudon

the original production of Hair at the

Sainthills. A striking 1940

Metro, Kings Cross, for $1100.

portrait of Tamara Toumanova

The lavishly-illustrated catalogue is a

brought $4000, a 1940s

collectors’ piece in itself. Available from

costume design for a Sea

Charles Leski Auctions, 13 Cato Street,

Creature, presumably from

Hawthorn 3123, for $10. It includes

The Tempest, brought $3500,

annotations by actor and theatre historian

and a costume design for

(and VTT member) Peter Sumner, who also

‘a Queen and a Blackamoor

includes an interesting piece on Australian

Page’ was knocked down

entertainment posters.

for $2000.
Collectors always come

Link: www.leski .com.au

out in force for the
Leski collectables auctions.
Their 8 February sale
included a Lynch Family

Francis, the Regent

Bellringers poster c.1899,

Theatre cat, whispers that

which brought $240, while

you should mark two

an autographed Melba
postcard realised $220.
But it was the Leski
auction of 17 May that
created the most interest.
It included a superb
collection of beautifully
restored Australian
Edwardian entertainment
posters, reportedly found
in a warehouse in Sydney.
Most exceeded their
estimated prices.

Australian Ballet.

Mossgreen’s auction of the estate of the late

Extremely vibrant and

Clockwise from to left: the King of Television’s crown realised

Clifford Hocking at Ormond Hall on 22 April.

colourful, the 21 panels

$17 500, the Melba portrait $1335, Barry Kay’s Sleeping Beauty

A 1949 program for an ABC Victorian

were designed for display

costume design $1580, William Constable’s Petrouchka design $$3200.
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Magic posters were
particularly popular,
Carter the Great bringing
Winter 2007

n

Gus
goss

Hawthorn-based Charles

Mossgreen also

DC, brought $330 and two striking

the Bijou, ‘the first purpose-built cinema in

Hall on 20 May included a

Fredrickson realised $910.
recently offered the

Page 22

brought $3000, and a similarly sized c.1908

An extensive collection

legacy. I’m surprised there wasn’t more

There were many theatrical treasures in

touring production of What Women Suffer

a costume worn by Ruby Keeler in the 1933

went for only $60.
of costume and set designs

At the same auction a 45-rpm single,

original design by Australian Orry-Kelly for

John Truscott for Vanessa Redgrave as

designs sold for $270. Two

knocked down for $14 600; subsequent

autographed by all five members of AC/

overcoat of knotted twine, designed by

included work
by Australian

‘I suspect Kennedy would be extraordinarily

100x36cm poster promoting Philip Lytton’s

collection

Pearce presented it to Kennedy on the night

bemused by the whole thing, but what a

$3500 and Chung Ling Soo $4750. A

handsome $US4200 ($A5050). Coincidentally an

The Hocking

Channel Nine’s ‘elder statesman’, Eric

After spirited bidding, the crown was

approximately eight times the estimate—a

cream wool and a long-sleeved full-length

A superb

23cm diameter gold coloured metal frame,

of Kennedy wearing the crown’, it carried

was a full-length gown with a train of

dates in your diary: 2pm
on Saturdays 4 and 11 August.
Why? Well, Francis understands that
everything’s in place for two special
Melbourne International Film Festival
screenings of Lon Chaney’s original 1925
silent The Phantom of the Opera—with live
organ accompaniment by the nimblefingered Mr David Johnson.
After the Regent’s recent triumph when
the MSO played ‘live’ to The Wizard of Oz,
this should be really something! Francis is
not sure, though, whether the theatre’s
chandelier will have a special role.


- Gus, the theatre cat n
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Melbourne stage-by-stage
New companies and shows, old favourites—and the possessive ’s dropped from the name: Ralph Marsden’s
history of the Princess Theatre continues into the new 20th century.

N

ew Year’s Day 1909 saw Frank
Thornton in the classic farce
Charley’s Aunt, after which, on 10

April, Nellie Stewart returned, this time
under Williamson’s direction, in a new
American play, Sweet Kitty Bellairs. Another
big success, she played it in tandem with
Sweet Nell of Old Drury during this and a
return season from 30 October.
Other 1909 Williamson attractions
included Julius Knight and a season of plays
with the veteran George Titheradge, while
the younger entrepreneurial generation was
represented by Hugh J. Ward ‘and his company
of comedians’, and William Anderson
presenting Walter Bentley and Eugenie Duggan
in Macbeth—although this was terminated
after five days due to Bentley’s illness.
George Willoughby, Nellie Stewart,
Julius Knight and Hugh J. Ward were all
prominent Princess’s attractions of 1910,

Australian début of the great Scottish music

in The Merchant of Venice—the beginning of

pantomime, The Bunyip, with Fuller’s

hall entertainer, Harry Lauder, on 1 April.

two decades of touring all over Australia.

vaudeville stalwarts, Nat Phillips, Roy Rene,

During a 10-month season of

A season by the Gonsalez Italian Grand

melodrama, which Willoughby’s company

Opera Company ending on 25 August

began on 17 October 1914, George Marlow,

brought George Marlow’s theatrical

The
Princess
Theatre

Marlow company and a month-long season

with backing from Fuller, initiated a reverse

management to an uncharacteristic end.

by actor-singer Alan Doone.

takeover against Willoughby and by late

…Astley’s Amphitheatre
The Royal Amphitheatre
The Princess’s Theatre and
Opera House
The Princess’s Theatre
The Princess’s Opera House
The Royal Princess’s Theatre
The Academy of Music
The Royal Princess’s
Opera House
The New Princess’s Theatre
The People’s Theatre
The New Princess Theatre

The Princess’s was then taken over by

Queenie Paul and Nellie Kolle, which
played for seven successful weeks.
On 6 October the theatre closed for a
thorough ‘spring clean’: seating was replaced
and the interior and exterior were redecorated,

June 1915 had regained control of the

the brothers Ben and John Fuller from 26

prior to reopening on 3 November with

and his partners bought out Marlow’s

theatre. Marlow’s first offering after his

August 1916, with a series of American

Robbery Under Arms, presented by William

interest in the Princess’s and, although

reinstatement was a Babes in the Wood

burlesque revues, beginning with The Follies

Anderson’s company.

Marlow-style melodrama was maintained,

pantomime, with Bert Le Blanc and Carrie

of Pleasure. The new management also

it was under Willoughby’s ægis that Nellie

Moore; other stellar attractions of that year

dropped the last ‘s’ from the theatre’s name

1918 Fuller’s Dramatic Company, usually

Ferguson starred in The Queen of the White

included English actor and playwright

so that the Princess’s became the Princess

with Nellie Bramley and Austin Milroy in

Slaves from 1 October, with future

Graham Moffat from 30 October, and

from that time on.

leading roles, held the boards with weekly-

entrepreneur Frank Neil also in the

Julius Knight in his last Princess’s season,

company. Ben J. Fuller, a rising vaudeville

ending on 21 January 1916.

In October 1913 George Willoughby

Allan Wilkie returned on 4 November

From 23 March until 30 November

change melodrama, presenting 33 separate

for a season extending to 9 March 1917. His

plays in all. After a week of comic opera

Scottish born Shakespearean actor

company now included Marie Ney, who

they were back for a short holiday season

the Princess’s fortunes, became a director

Allan Wilkie and his wife, Frediswyde

later enjoyed a notable career on British

ending on 4 January 1919, but the New

of Willoughby’s company in May 1914, but

Hunter-Watts, began their first Australian

stage and screen. Easter 1917 saw the first

Year was the first of a number of patchy

the most notable attraction of the year was

season at the Princess’s on 22 January 1916

Melbourne season of an original Australian

ones, with three months of darkness

entrepreneur soon to play a pivotal role in

*

under J. & N.Tait’s management: the

163 Spring Street, Melbourne

but the most telling event for the theatre
itself was the acquisition of the lease by
George Marlow, a Sydney entrepreneur
with a penchant for sensational melodrama.
Marlow’s first offering here was The Bad
Girl of the Family on 24 December 1910.
Four other popular titles followed, the run
ending on 28 March 1911 with East Lynne.
Between the Marlow company’s
seasons, the theatre continued to be sub-let

A month later, ex-actor George Willoughby

to other managements—most notably, of

was listed as managing director of the

course, J.C.Williamson, whose 1911

company. This season ended on

attractions included Irish-American stage

1 March 1912 with rising local favourite

(and latter film) actor, William Desmond, in

Nellie Bramley in the cast of Driving a Girl

Paid in Full on 15 April. Desmond returned

to Destruction.

in August in The Silver King until his season

An old favourite followed immediately

was broken by an English company headed

after: Maggie Moore starred for a month in

by Lionel Atwill, also later famous as a

an Australian ‘musical farcical comedy’

Hollywood villain, in the sensation drama,

called Mrs McSweeney. After this the Marlow

Via Wireless, on 12 August.

company’s efforts resumed until more

The Marlow company returned to give

refined drama was restored on 29 June

the première of The Lady of the Pluckup, an

1912 by the Plimmer–Deniston company,

Australian mining melodrama by Randolph

with former Brough–Boucicault stalwarts,

Bedford, on 23 September, but the play

Mrs Robert Brough, George Titheradge

lasted only seven nights and the season

and Beatrice Day, in Wilde’s A Woman of

continued with more familiar Marlow fare.

No Importance. The same troupe returned as

According to an Argus report of 1 December

the Hamilton–Plimmer Comedy Company

1911, George Marlow Ltd purchased the

for six weeks from 19 April 1913; between

freehold of the Princess’s for ‘about £38 000’.

these dates the theatre was occupied by the
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Picture: William Moran
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with 134 performances from Christmas Eve

Lauder on 20 September.

1921. Although the other attractions of

new partnership with Hugh J. Ward and their

1922 were as lacklustre as before, the

opening attraction at the ‘New Princess

dominance over all other forms of popular

theatre’s fortunes received a much needed

Theatre’ on 26 December 1922 was the

entertainment, and 29 November 1919

fillip when yet another major renovation

musical comedy The O’Brien Girl. This had

brought the first all-film program to the

was carried out. This was undertaken by

a 202-performance run and was followed by

Princess: Damaged Goods, a silent version of

the architectural partnership of Henry E.

another American musical, Tangerine, which

Eugene Brieux’s play about venereal disease,

White and Gurney and cost nearly £40 000.

played 100 performances to 5 September 1923.

American films had by now achieved

which had been refused a screening at the
Town Hall. More film programs came in 1920;

‘Practically only the shell of the old
building has been utilised’, The Argus of

The fat lady has sung...

The renovations were the result of Fuller’s

preceding a fortnight’s farewell by Harry

After a month-long screening of
Douglas Fairbanks’ silent epic Robin Hood,

After 72 years, one of Australia’s oldest opera schools, that of the Victorian College of the Arts, has closed.

T

in 1935 as part of Melbourne

Victorian Opera provides outstanding

soprano Gertrude Johnson’s ground-

opportunities for young emerging artists;

breaking National Theatre Movement. Many

the VCA is committed to supporting its

of her students went on to notable international

development and contributing to its

careers after gaining valuable exposure and

success,’ Professor Stockdale says.

he VCA Opera School originated

‘Collaboration with Richard Gill and

experience in the ambitious seasons the

The demise of the Opera School is

National staged at the Princess Theatre

lamented by director, actor, educator and

from the late 1940s to the mid-1950s.

VTT member Blair Edgar oam.
‘Preparation for a career in opera is

Gertrude Johnson died in 1973. A few

fraught with danger,’ he says.

years later the National’s then general

‘The student has to meet far too many

manager, John Cargher, transferred the
National’s opera school to the Victorian

expectations—the music people, conductors

College of the Arts, while retaining the

and repetiteurs, the director—and far too

National’s schools of dance and drama.

often the Svengali-like attitudes of their
singing teachers.

The opera school has continued—under

‘Gertrude Johnson got it right: “Learn to

various directors and directions—until its
recent closure. Included in the school’s

sing. Learn to sing in English—or your own

alumni are Francesca Arena, Cheryl Barker,

language. Understand what you are singing

Peter Coleman-Wright, Suzanne Johnston,

Blair Edgar oam

about, how the composer has tried to

has not recruited students to the Postgraduate

perform the story.” In other words, learning

Diploma in Opera since February 2006.

through doing and playing out the story.

John Wegner and Elena Xanthoudakis.
There are still singers studying music at
From left: Entrepreneur George Marlow, whose lurid ‘Marlowdramas’ were a feature of his

more Ward-Fuller musicals arrived: Pretty

tenure of the Princess’s. Dorothy Brunton, star of Tons of Money, 1924. The great Harry Lauder

Peggy and Rockets with the sisters Lorna and

brought a drop of Scotch to the Princess in 1914 and 1919. Joe Brennan as Dame Trot in the

Toots Pounds and, on 22 December 1923,

Princess’ 1925 ‘Spectacular Fairy Pantomime’, Jack and the Beanstalk.

George M. Cohan’s Little Nellie Kelly.
The Australian musical comedy star

the scant stage highlights included Bert Bailey’s

23 December 1922 reported. ‘Both the dress

Dorothy Brunton was teamed with English

company in On Our Selection, for six weeks

circle and the gallery have been lowered,

comedian Charles Heslop for a season of

from 15 May, and an Allan Wilkie season of

and the 18 and 22 posts respectively supporting

musicals and an Aldwych farce, Tons of

nearly four months from 31 July. Although

them have been reduced to two in each case,

Money, beginning on 31 May 1924. Then

this began with a few contemporary plays,

the cantilever principal having been extensively

came another Cinderella panto, more

The Age of 22 November reported that

used. More room has been provided between

elaborate and successful than the last, after

attendance ‘had not been as good as might

the rows of seats, and in the gallery leather-

which Brunton returned in another Cohan

have been expected’.

upholstered tip-up chairs have replaced the

musical, Little Jessie James, on 11 April 1925.

The year ended more optimistically with

hard wooden benches… A new stage has

a Fuller’s Cinderella pantomime starring Amy

been laid down and new dressing rooms

Australian première of the Vincent Youmans

Rochelle, Nat Phillips and Roy Rene; it had

built. A modern ventilation system has been

musical, No, No, Nanette, with the English

chalked up 121 performances by its close on

installed.

star Elsie Prince, which ran for 152

19 March 1921. Fuller’s Dramatic Company

‘A long promenade runs the whole

The hit show of that year was the

performances from 27 June. The American

the College, however.
‘Courses need a minimum number of
with respect to the student experience,’

regularly with Victorian Opera,’ Professor

it or you can’t,’ Blair Edgar continues.

Professor Jonty Stockdale, head of VCA

Stockdale says. ‘Students of the faculty of

‘Without good schooling it takes a little

Music told On Stage.

the VCA Bachelor of Music repertoire

longer, that is all.

‘To run a course in opera and to provide

Faculty of Music in Victorian Opera’s

alone are providing hands-on training and

recent performance of The Snow Queen, with

regrettably that is where it will now

faculty of the VCA opera program therefore

technical production provided by the VCA.

remain,’ he says.

T

Frank Van Straten reviews progress on an important Melbourne restoration project.

he grand old lady of Brunswick
Street is getting a facelift. Well, not
just a facelift—more like a major

makeover.

in 1926, although it played only nine weeks

by a team of dedicated artisans, the

Vera Remee, Frank Neil, Nellie Ferguson and

bar and at the other end a cloakroom.’

here before transferring to the Palace, which

restoration of century-old Central Hall is

Fuller’s now operated in tandem with the

nearing completion.

After many months of painstaking work

changes of popular drama which endured for

was decorated in an Adam-style scheme of

Princess. Lady, Be Good!, with music and

almost five months before transferring to the

ivory and Wedgwood blue with rose coloured

lyrics by George and Ira Gershwin, again

Stage we detailed the history of this familiar

Palace Theatre.

furnishings. White also added to the façade

with Elsie Prince, followed this from 18

Fitzroy landmark, which was officially opened

by carefully infilling the first floor terraces

September.

by the Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne on

and running a new veranda along the
Spring Street frontage.

In the Summer 2005 edition of On

10 April 1904. Since 1998 the hall has been
Continued in the next edition of On Stage n

part of Australian Catholic University’s
(ACU) St Patrick’s campus.
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Reclaiming a treasure

comedy Abie’s Irish Rose came closest to this

and Nellie Kolle, surpassed even Cinderella,

‘Victorian Opera and Opera Australia

renowned for is particularly costly. The

from the street, at one end being a refreshment

Bluebeard, with Jim Gerald, Essie Jennings

stream joined forces with students of the

the quality of experience that the VCA is

length of the theatre just inside the entrances

Another successful Fuller’s pantomime,

‘At the end of the day you can either do

at the VCA, a number of students work

casts including Nellie Bramley, Austin Milroy,

The house now seated about 1800 and

“Opera,” she said, “is a play which is sung.”

students to be viable both financially and

was the major attraction of the New Year with

Helen Fergus. They played in weekly

‘However, through the Voice Department

express emotion in music, and then

ON STAGE
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roof. Air conditioning and a discretely

been restored, but the balcony’s central

hidden sprinkler system have been installed,

section will be reseated, using chairs

work started in earnest shortly after the

and the magnificent chandeliers fully

recycled from the Athenaeum (see On

landmark University of Melbourne Opera

restored. They can now function as

Stage, Autumn 2007).

Project production of the John Eccles 1701

dimmable auditorium lighting or can be

Also in the balcony will be a major

masque The Judgment of Paris, which

adjusted to provide brighter, shadowless

feature of the restored hall—an organ. ACU

demonstrated the hall’s attractiveness as a

illumination for times when the hall is used

has acquired a fine Merklin-Schütze

performance venue and its outstanding

as a venue for examinations. Facilities for a

instrument that dates from 1870.

acoustics (see On Stage, Spring 2006).

range of IT equipment are included.

As Pro-Vice-Chancellor Professor
Gabrielle McMullen promised, restoration

Meet Mary Murphy of The Maj
Veteran writer, critic and sometime song-and-dance man Jim Murphy introduces his multi-talented sister
Mary, who is devotedly reclaiming the history of Her Majesty’s Theatre.

Originally installed in St John’s,

Catwalks and reconfigured access

Toorak, the organ was moved to what was

funded by an Australian Government

ladders have been included in the stage

then the Methodist Church in Elsternwick

National Heritage Investment Initiative

re-equipment, and a new vertical-rise house

in 1914 and reinstalled there when the

grant of $436 673, which recognised the

curtain will be installed. Ugly speaker

church was reconstructed in 1923. It

hall as ‘an important example of the work

platforms on either side of the proscenium

remained in service until the building was

of Joseph Reed, architect of some of

have been replaced with almost invisible

recently recycled as a home for the Uniting

Victoria’s most notable early 20th century

recessed speaker boxes. Exterior blinds will

Church archives (see story below).

church buildings’. Other sponsors are the

enable the hall to be blacked out for

Potter Foundation, Archdiocese of Melbourne

daytime performances. And the elaborate

of the French Romantic School remaining

and ACU.

plaster mouldings that are a feature of the

in Australia. It is at present in storage

auditorium will be highlighted by concealed

awaiting installation.

The restoration project has been partly

Prominent heritage consultant and

It is the only example of a large organ

A moveable electronic console will enable

architect Nigel Lewis is guiding the project

LED lighting; this will be available in a

after preparing the original conservation

range of colours to suit the mood required

the organ to be played from anywhere in the

by the performance.

hall. ACU will launch an appeal for $500 000

management plan for ACU in 2000. Lewis
has also worked on Beleura, the Tallis
mansion at Mornington.
The Central Hall project involves major
structural repair work, including a new

The long-lost entrance porch is being
reconstructed, complete with provision for

A series of special events will celebrate
Central Hall’s reopening, tentatively

seating in the side sections of the balcony has

scheduled for early 2008.

n

It’s A-major music resource
Like Little Nell the Victorian Music Library was shown the

A

fter being abandoned by the

$70 per year, which

Victorian Department of

allows them to borrow up

Education, a massive community

to six works for one

effort saved the collection of the Victorian

month. Organisations pay

Music Library (see the Winter 2006 edition

$140 to cover up to 12

of On Stage).

works for one month.

Now, the Library is proudly open for
the Uniting Church Archives in the former

card based, but computer

Cato Parish Uniting Church at 64–66 Orrong

cataloguing is under way,

Road, Elsternwick.

and eventually the collection

on Tuesdays and Thursdays

and abilities.

between 10am and 4pm.

musical genre.

check their website:

VML is a not-for-profit organisation. It
owes its reincarnation to the generosity of a

http://home.vicnet.net.au/
~vml/

Income is derived from tax deductible

The Victorian Music

donations and from the modest membership

Library in its new home

fees it collects from users. Individuals pay

in Elsternwick.
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playing Molly broke her leg just before

night? My wife wants to talk to you.’

the Catholic weekly The Advocate at a time

opening night) and Once Upon a Mattress,

when there were few reviewers working in

and she was chosen at 17 to understudy

indeed been on Graham Kennedy’s In

Melbourne. As a young child, going to the

import Bunty Turner in My Fair Lady, playing

Melbourne Tonight. And when she called around

theatre was a regular event and, dressing up

Eliza Doolittle for several performances in

to the customer’s home nearby, John’s wife

for first nights, she saw a lot more ballet,

Melbourne opposite Stuart Wagstaff. (The

turned out to be Betty Pounder, the legendary

opera and music theatre than most her age.

regular Professor Higgins, English actor

choreographer/director of the J.C.Williamson

At Genazzano FCJ College, Kew, she found

Robin Bailey, declined to work with an

theatrical empire.

a best friend in Patsy Hemingway, who had

understudy.) She later took over the role of

her sights firmly set on being a singer.

Maria in West Side Story for the Carroll

Mary, just starting out as a singer, had

ON STAGE

Some of that ambition rubbed off on

management and co-stared as Doreen in

Pounder had said to John: ‘That’s just the

Mary, who began taking singing lessons,

The Sentimental Bloke for Williamson’s

sort of voice we need for the chorus.’ To

initially to help improve her breathing to

before moving into opera

which John replied: ‘I think she’s the girl

combat asthma.
Before they left school Mary and Patsy

Mary toured Australia and New
Zealand in Dolly!, then transferred with

were part of a new theatre group started by

scarcely a break into Oliver!, then Half a

Michael Shrimpton (later a senior executive

Sixpence and Mame.

as honorary archivist at Her Majesty’s

at the ABC who developed, among other

Theatre, Melbourne. Being the daughter of

programs, Countdown and The Saturday

her a job at his agency towards the end of

a theatre critic and having acted and sung

Show). On 9 and 10 March 1957, at the hall

the run of Mame in 1968, her wide circle of

on stage and on television, as well as run a

beside the Sacred Heart Church, Kew, they

theatre contacts proved a boon in casting and

theatrical agency, she easily qualifies as one

staged Sandy Wilson’s 1920s musical

supervising for commercials.

whose life has revolved around the smell of

pastiche The Boy Friend. Patsy played Dulcie,

the greasepaint and the roar of the crowd

the boop-a-doop girl who duets ‘It’s Never

open her own agency, Curtain Call, which

(to misquote the title of that Anthony

Too Late To Fall In Love’ with the old roué

she operated from 1984 to 1996 when ill

Newley musical).

Lord Brockhurst (played by Mike Walsh).

health forced her retirement.

build up a theatre archive after he bought

team of dedicated volunteers.

Princess in Free As Air (when the actress

(1902–1974), who wrote theatre reviews in

Since Mike Walsh set her the task to

n

Mary’s father was Frank Murphy

asked, ‘Was that you singing on television last

Mary is well credentialed for her position

You can phone the
VML on 9528 3135—or

at The Maj.

ballet ladies.

Mary got into Hello, Dolly!.

Visitors are welcome

60 000 manuscripts covering almost every

one of Pounder’s brood of chorus and

Church Street, Hawthorn, when

Door’ on television the previous night,

will be searchable on line.

cheaply available to musicians of all ages
The collection now includes more than

began in a chemist shop in

who works at the chemist.’ And that’s how

catalogue is still largely

designed to make sheet music readily and

Mary Murphy ‘at home’ in her cosy archive

Watching Mary sing ‘The Boy Next

The Library’s

business—and thriving—located along with

Established in 1974, the VML was

‘Maj’, the theatre whose boards she trod as

regular customer John Baines came in and

to finance its restoration and installation.

LED information signs. Wooden bench

M

ary Murphy’s theatrical career

Mary played Fay.

When ad man Keith Cheong offered

This experience encouraged her to

She also found time to act in Network

Patsy had a fairytale introduction to

10’s Prisoner from 1980 to 1984, as Ruthie

Her Majesty’s in 2000, Mary has been

professional theatre. After only four amateur

Shaw, one of the regular minor characters

busy collecting all manner of memorabilia

shows at Kew she played leading roles for

that mostly populated the background but

which is connected with the venerable

the Garnet H. Carroll management at the

had occasional lines.
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preserved in

His Majesty’s Theatre. This handsome coffee

years, Mary

the archive at

table book celebrates 3AW’s eventful 75 years,

has been

The Maj in a

from ‘the good old days’ with Nicky and

indefatigable

continuing

Nancy Lee, Jack Davey, Fred Tupper and

in keeping in

series in

Terry Dear, to the Great Debates with Norman

touch with

On Stage.

Banks, Ormsby Wilkins and Claudia Wright,

Down the

Our first

people she has

selection is a

worked with,

and on to the top-rating present-day team.
Prime Advertising, Marketing, Publishing

Mike Walsh being a case in point. So it

A relic of the birth of 3AW, found at Her

humble piece of wood, rescued during recent

seemed natural when Mike bought The Maj,

Majesty’s Theatre during recent refurbishment.

and Design, 2007. 240pp. Paperback ed:

front-of-house renovations.

RRP $29.95; limited hardback ed: RRP $75.

Still clearly visible is the notation ‘3AW’,

saving it from oblivion and restoring it to
Melbourne, that he should choose Mary as

If any On Stage reader comes across

a reminder that the radio station now

the person to establish an archive and

memorabilia with connections to The Maj,

celebrating its 75th anniversary started life

document the long, proud history of the

give Mary a call on (03) 8643 3300 or drop

as a J.C.Williamson enterprise in temporary

house where he and she (and many of us)

her a line on marym@hmt.com.au.

studios at The Maj.

were first exposed to the heady and

With Mary’s co-operation, On Stage

addictive excitement of the theatre.

will be highlighting some of the treasures

Available from Good Guys stores,
Newspower newsagents and selected
bookshops, or phone (03) 9663 0912
A companion CD is available from the
author. Send a $25 cheque or money order

Also see First Reading, ‘3AW goes
platinum’, below.

n

Wonder window
Mimi Colligan:
‘That Window Has a History’: The
Included in The La Trobe Journal No 78,

An impressive and timely essay by the

Spring 2006.

executive director of the Australian Screen

A greatly expanded version of the

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.

trends and the impact that rapidly shifting

Stage with new illustrations and a superb

technologies will have on Australia’s stories.

colour detail of the window on the cover.

Currency Platform Papers 12, 2007.

State Library of Victoria Foundation,

Coral had her Price
Barbara Angell:
The Coral Browne Story—Theatrical Life
and Times of a Lustrous Australian
The long awaited biography of one of

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, 2007.
200pp. Leather bound edition of 250,
signed by Oleg Caetani: RRP $250
Hard cover edition: RRP $120

Gregan McMahon at the Playhouse Theatre
in South Melbourne to her triumphs in the
West End, Broadway and Hollywood, via a
string of noteworthy ‘liaisons’ and her
eventual marriage to Vincent Price—all
generously peppered with examples of her
extraordinary and often outrageous wit.
Angell Productions Pty Ltd, Sydney,
2007. 240pp. RRP $35 (including
packaging and post )
Order from www.angellpro.com.au
See ‘A journey with Coral Browne’,
page 37

A century of symphony

Katharine Brisbane.
Currency Press, 2007. RRP (each
volume) $32.95

Along the Lane
The marvellous Maj
The Maj—A History of Her Majesty’s

Memories of a life in dance
Irena Baronova:

3AW goes platinum

of indigenous storytelling is flourishing in
contemporary Australian theatre. Includes
Vivien Cleven’s Bitin’ Back, Wesley Enoch’s
King Hit by Geoffrey Narkle and David
Milroy and the winner of the 2003 Patrick

Margaret Campion:

White Award, Windmill Baby by David

3AW is Melbourne: 75 Years of Radio

Milroy.
Currency Press, 2007. 296pp. RRP $32.95

Irena: Life, Love and Dance

The eventful saga of Ballarat’s beloved ‘Maj’
from its early years as the Academy of Music
until 1985 when the Royal South Street
Society gifted the building to the people of
Ballarat. The story since its renovation and
re-opening in 1990 is told in the words of
the life of the theatre
Currency Press, 2007. 80pp. RRP $20.
Available on line for $22.
Link: www.hermaj.com/cms/

A star no longer forgotten
Emily Soldene: In Search of a Singer

visited Australia in 1938–39 with the

A monumental

Covent Garden Russian Ballet. The book

achievement, this

includes her memories of that tour, and

exhaustive two-volume

documents her return to this country in

biography of a virtually

1999 and her retirement in Byron Bay.

forgotten star contains a

by some of Australia’s greatest performers,
such as Roy Rene (‘Mo’). Lane includes
candid insights into his colleagues and the
entertainment industry in which he worked.
New Holland, 2007. 272pp. RRP $35

First Australians’ first
on stage
John Ramsland and Christopher
Morley:
     Black Musical Celebrity and Protest
intensely detailed account of the landmark
Indigenous production staged at the Princess
Theatre by Irene Mitchell in 1951.
Included in Victorian Historical Journal,
May 2007. Royal Historical Society of
Victoria, 2007. 144pp. RRP $10

n

wealth of rich anecdote

Penguin Australia, 2007. 576pp. RRP

and hundreds of rare

$26.95

images. There is much
valuable material on

Australia on stage

Soldene’s colourful

Katharine Brisbane, ed.:

experiences in Australia.

What began as a fill-in project to finish her

Includes Douglas Stewart’s Shipwreck, Oriel

Diploma of Professional Writing and Editing

Crescendo

Gray’s Sky Without Birds, Ralph Peterson’s

at Holmesglen TAFE turned into a 75th

Here is an elegant, full colour coffee table

Night of the Ding Dong and Ric Throssell’s

commemoration of Melbourne’s most

publication to celebrate the MSO’s first 100

The Day Before Tomorrow. With an

consistently popular radio stations—and

years. Nine chapters follow the story of the

introduction by Katharine Brisbane.

turned into a publishing début for Margaret

Available from Steele
Roberts & Associates Ltd,
Box 9321, Wellington, New
Zealand; two volumes,
784pp in each volume.
RRP $NZ350. Email:

Campion (seen right with Cr John So, Lord

info@steeleroberts.co.nz

formation, its history from its first concert

Includes Barbara Vernon’s The Multi-

Mayor of Melbourne, at the book’s launch

on 11 December 1906 to its Centenary

Coloured Umbrella, Peter Kenna’s The

on 9 May at Her Majesty’s Theatre). Radio

See ‘Emily Soldene: in

Concert on 11 December 2006, and the

search of a singer’, page 14.

Slaughter of St Teresa’s Day, Image in the Clay

3AW had its genesis as an offshoot of

many people who have made the MSO

by David Ireland and Ray Mathew’s The

J.C.Williamson’s, and its first studios were in

what it is today.

Life of the Party.
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television, an American who was influenced

The misleading, long-winded title masks an

of the great Russian ballerina who first

Plays of the ’50s, Volume 2

The ‘tell all’ story of a pioneer of Australian

Out of the Dark: The First Successful AllKurt Gänzl:

Plays of the ’50s, Volume 1

Don Lane (written with Janise
Beaumont):       Never Argue with a Mug—The
Don Lane Story

those who have been closely involved in

Local paperback edition of the autobiography

Stella M. Barber:

MSO, giving the background to its

Five plays that illustrate that the rich tradition

Black Medea, Jane Harrison’s Rainbow’s End,

Order from: www.mso.com.au

Australia’s most glamorous stars documents
her long career from her beginnings under

Both volumes with an introduction by

72pp. RRP $13.95

2006. 112pp. $25

CD, PO Box 3067, Syndal 3150.

Contemporary Indigenous Plays

Directors’ Association, navigating new media

article that originally appeared in On

Peter Freund with Val Sarah:

Vivienne Cleven, etc:

Film in the Age of Digital Distribution: the
     Challenge for Australian Content

Theatre, Ballarat

First reading

Richard Harris:

      Shakespeare Window at the State Library

payable to M. Campion, to 3AW History

Black and write

Facing the digital dilemma
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It didn’t always close on Saturday night

Scriptwriters included; Jay

Melvyn Morrow, Ian Johnson, Ron Sheard,

McKee, David Sale, Barbara

King, Lord, Courtney and Jarrett. Subjects

In his series looking at intimate revue in Australia in the ’50s and ’60s
Peter Pinne has turned the spotlight on the Brisbane scene. Here is Part Two.

Angell, Ron Sheard, Ray

sent-up included synthetic fabrics (‘10%

Dunlop and Lord and Austin.

Banlon’), cigarette commercials (‘Smoke’),

Neil McLucas handled

wrestling commentators (‘Hullo Fans’), folk

choreography, Brian McVay

songs (‘The Folk Singer’), Morris West

arranged the music, and Barrie

(‘Morris Dance’), The Munsters (‘Munster

McMahon played piano.

Orgy’), and TV variety show ballets (‘Brian

T

hree weeks after Take a Chance

which began

opened, Twelfth Night Theatre

with the

premièred, at Gowie Hall, Sshssh (5

‘Dambusters’

June 1964), a revue written by Doug

March’ and

Anders. It wasn’t an entirely new show—

had him

eleven of the numbers had been seen

dressed in

previously at Toowoomba in Take Cover (1962).

cricket pads

Anders featured in the cast along with

which were

Nancy Knudsen-Bossell, Marg Harris,

later removed

Robyn Roylance, Ron Verburgt and Ken

to reveal him

Lord. It was an auspicious beginning for

as a rock’n’roll

Lord who was to become indelibly linked

star. ‘A Mixed

with the revue medium throughout his

Business’ used

career. He’d previously worked behind-the-

tunes from

scenes as an art director.

famous operas

Anders and Graham Foreman directed

to Pinteresque

the show with Foreman on piano. Foreman

words, ‘Blue

wrote all of the original music including the

Mountains’

opening number (‘Opening Song’), a take-

was a send-up of the radio serial Blue Hills,

off on all show opening-type numbers:

and ‘Base and 807’ showed what happened

Wait till opening night comes ’round,
The orchestra tunes in the pit,
The spotlight is on us
The show is a hit,
The work and sweat and toil
Don’t seem to matter a bit.
Before the ‘Opening Song’ there was a
particularly clever and topical item called

when a radio taxi operator got hooked-up
by phone with a hooker.
The White Australia Policy sketch was
‘Chinese Laundry’ which had the cast with
stockings over their heads and tied in
pigtails looking Asian, singing the Pepsodent

born that year and The Beatles had become

Bat’, ‘Dawn the Prawn’, ‘Joan the Drone’,

a phenomenon, so the three girls entered to

‘Gail the Quail’ and ‘Peach the Leech’, which

the tune of ‘Land of Hope and Glory’,

built in laughs as the evening progressed.
Sydney’s Phillip Street later used a couple

carrying babies who all had Beatle haircuts.

of these, but two weren’t enough to make

It brought the house down and the show

the gag work without the others. Among

was off to a very funny start.

the backstage assistants on the show were

Sallyanne Kerr (Courier Mail) said it was
‘… a fine example of slick professionalism,

Michael Caton and Rowena Wallace.
Caton had made his on-stage revue

having the aria, which was on an LP record,

localised than Mavis Bramston,

played at 45rpm, with him getting his finger

but she is much cleaner, and

stuck in a wine bottle (‘Mad Scene’). It was

much more good-natured.’

the next to last scene in the Act Two and

First episode targets

had the audience in stitches. ‘One of the

included book censorship

most polished, professional and daring pieces

(‘Imagine, my child brought

of theatre Brisbane has seen in quite some

home a novel steeped in racial prejudice—

time’, cried the Courier-Mail, and went on to

Black Beauty’), Brisbane’s lack of sewerage

say: ‘The cast is headed by TV personalities

(‘Homes With A Delicate Air’), and the fact

Russell Jarrett, Ken Lord, Jane Harders,

that women could not drink in Brisbane’s

and Babs Wheelton, all of whom give

bars. Austin’s ‘City Hall Waltz’ from Let’s

performances which justify their positions at

Go (1962) was recycled and gave Lord a

the top of Brisbane’s theatrical ladder.’
The show did great business for 12
weeks and helped put the rebuilt theatre on
the map.

edited. After the show had been running a

In 1966 Russell Jarrett united with

few weeks, the critics were not so kind: ‘It’s

Frank Mesh and together they opened the

time to be blunt—QTQ-9’s much vaunted

Mark Twain Theatre Restaurant in Adelaide

Bea Blunt is amateurish, poorly presented

Street. It soon became an institution playing

and languishing for want of good material’,

melodrama (East Lynne, Sweeney Todd) and

(TV Times, 23 June 1965), but that didn’t

farce (Charley’s Aunt). It was the first regular

stop the performers from becoming local

professional work for actors in Brisbane and

achievement for a local show built on satire.

Following the success of the Mark Twain,

produced in 1962.

Bea Blunt (19 May 1965) a weekly satirical

up include Shakespeare, sales promotion

from Caton, it also featured Roberta Grant,

then said ‘Leon Baird and Michael Caton—

series on QTQ-9, Brisbane, which screened

blurbs, the modern theatre, and old

Leon Baird, Lesley Dean, Roslyn Lindner,

the only men in the cast of eight—were

Wednesdays at 9 pm. The show, which was

faithfuls like royalty, Ban the Bomb, and

Donna McGrath, Miriam Rogers and

responsible for much of the revue’s brighter

scripted locally, had a permanent cast of

White Australia’.

Lenore Spring.

parts’. Baird had a particularly funny piece

four: Ken Lord, Jane Harders, Babs Wheelton

on the making of the movie Ben-Hur

and Jarrett, but used other revue performers

(‘When In Rome’).

as regulars: Ian Austin, Joan Tanner and
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blood-splattered drag. The gimmick was

poking… Bea Blunt may be more

in Second Edition which Delaney, at age 18,

was ‘bright, colourful, and engaging’, and

on piano.

appeal, satire, and amiable fun-

Ken Lord, star of Sixes and Sevens, 1967.

Academy Theatre, Elizabeth Street. Apart

Vince Murphy and Morris, with Murphy

miming an aria from Romeo and Juliet in

Theatre Restaurant.

very real sense of comedy… Subjects sent

with pussy, and ‘Red Blooded Englishman’

piece, a very funny, drunk, opera diva

satisfactory mixture of sex

Company (QTC) was established (in 1970).

1963), but this time the show played the

Colin Gorman, Eunice Hanger, Brian Tapply,

spoofing of things Brisbane… a

long before the Queensland Theatre

Roylance and Ken Lord especially show a

cat handbook and replacing the word cat

introduced what was to become his party-

13 October, which was a pretty impressive

company in How Do You Do (1 February

Peter Morris, scripts by Rodney Fisher,

This was the show in which Jarrett

positive: ‘…a good-natured

stars. The show ran five months, ending on

subjects, and fast presentation… Robyn

Pussy Cat’ which had him reading from a

BTQ-7. Critical reaction was

(Top) Diana O’Connor and Rodney Delaney

début the previous year for the same

Choreography and direction were by

at Brisbane.

(Top)The original 200 seater Living Room

and revue at its best—clever lyrics, topical

Ken Lord had two funny solos, ‘Your

from The Most Happy Fella, which poked fun

of the top-rating programs on

but thereafter the show was taped and

There was also a running gag for each of
the performers: ‘Noel the Mole’, ‘Pat the

Show which at the time was one

The first two shows were recorded live,

yellow went’.

and the BTQ Ballet’). The second act
opened with ‘Big B’, a parody of ‘Big D’

chance to shine.

commercial ‘You’ll wonder where the

‘The Queen’. Three royal babies had been

wearing Jackie Kennedy pill-box hats, and

The show was a secondcousin to The Mavis Bramston

Russell Jarrett, star of Sixes and Sevens, 1967.
James Duncan (Courier-Mail) thought it

After the demise of Take a Chance
Russell Jarrett surfaced next on television in

ON STAGE

Valerie Wilson. Joan Whalley guested on
9 June, John Dommett on 16 June.
Winter 2007

Run, Run, Run (25 June 1965) opened at

Jarrett and Mesh the next year decided to

the rebuilt Brisbane Arts Theatre, the

open another venue, The Living Room,

previous building having been gutted by

which was designed to play intimate revue.

fire on 31 May 1964. Devised and directed

Set up as another theatre restaurant, it was

again by Russell Jarrett it was the last of his

situated in Edward Street on the corner of

three revues at this venue.

Margaret Street and seated 200.

The cast was headed by Ken Lord, Babs

The first show, Sixes and Sevens (28 April

Wheelton, Jane Harders, Bernard King,

1967), which was billed as ‘A Gay, Spicy,

Janice Courtney, Brian Blain and Jarrett,

Intimate Revue’, starred Russell Jarrett and

with choreography by Neil McLucas, and

Ken Lord, with Lorraine Flanigan, Roberta

Barrie McMahon and Bryan McVay on

Grant, and Gaynor Wensley-Smith. Neil

pianos. Writing credits went to Ian Austin,

McLucas did choreography, Barrie
McMahon was on piano, musical

*
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melodramas as the main evening show.

arrangements were by McMahon and

sources, mainly Phillip Street and London.

variety of sources. ‘Something For The

amateur’, but thought ‘several of the

‘Sunburned Country’ (McKellar–Donovan–

Kiddies’ (Arthur Macrea) was a send-up of

sketches provide quite amusing

night life at The Living Room when

Mendoza), ‘Golden Hair’ (McKellar-Donovan),

Peter Pan as done by Tennessee Williams,

entertainment’. He then went on to

they started playing revue Tuesdays

and the ballet send-up, beatnik style, of

‘Canberra Tango’ had the Prime Minister

say: ‘The cast of five are young and limited

Swan Lake (‘Swan Like’) were the Phillip

and the Treasurer warbling ‘There’s a hole

in technique, apart from Rodney Delaney,

Street entries, with ‘Lost In The Forest Of

in my budget’, and ‘Songs My Mother

who shows a genuine capacity for the

Elizabeth Arden’ (Myers–Grahame), ‘Winter

Never Taught Me’ were three parody songs

effective development of humour.’

Sports’ (Melville), and, from London, ‘Surly

that had originally been published in Mad

Girls’ (Flanders–Swan), which in this show

magazine. The pop song ‘Man In A

was called ‘Hail, St Trinian’s’.

Raincoat’ (Webster), David Climie’s

But the revue format still had a late-

Bryan McVay, and Lord handled the sets
and décor.
Material was mostly recycled from the

to Saturdays at 11.30pm after the

Arts revues Let’s Go, Roll Yer Socks Up and

melodrama. Directed by Russell

Run, Run, Run, and once again Jarrett’s

Jarrett, and with Barrie McMahon on

drunk opera diva (‘Mad Scene’) was given
a workout, the sketch getting longer each

piano, the show starred actors who

time he did it. Lord, in drag, played a tart

were appearing in the melodramas at
the Living Room and the Mark Twain.

from the Valley in ‘Shirley Shufflewick’,

It was a great opportunity for

and had a field day with the non-PC

performers to do their party pieces.

content of, ‘A Mason Or A Mick’

Delaney’s next effort was On the Side

‘Sustained Objection’, and Hermione

(22 December 1962) which he produced

Gingold’s ‘Bicycling’ number were all given

(Pinne– Battye) from the musical,

Michael Caton sang the Beatles’ ‘Yesterday’

and directed at St Michael and All Angels

an airing, with ‘Lost In The Forest Of

A Bunch of Ratbags. Other numbers

as a castrato looking down at his crutch as

Hall, New Farm. The show featured his

Elizabeth Arden’ (Myers-Grahame), and

included, Ian Austin’s ‘City Hall

he did it; Brian Blain recited the first four

sister Sylvia, who was a country singer,

‘Swan Like’ repeated.

Waltz’, and a Sydney Opera House

lines of Dorothea Mackellar’s ‘I Love A

Judy Turner, Mike Raynor, Francis Crain,

send-up also by Austin.

Sunburnt Country’ and then tagged it with

and Delaney. Material was again from a

kind, calling it ‘on the amateurish side of

‘India’ which always got a laugh. Ken Lord,

Sixes And Sevens played five
months and was replaced byWho in

Roberta Grant, Henry Crawford, Barry

the Hell Are You? (27 October

McMahon, and the international act, The

1967), billed as ‘The Big ’n’ Brazen

Kingston Trio, all took their turns in the

Intimate Revue’. Ken Lord was back to

spotlight.
Jarrett and Mesh’s domination of

head the cast, which also

The new Company B cast recording of

Lorraine Flanigan, and

opened Rowe’s Cellar Bistro, downstairs in

Casey Bennetto’s Keating! differs from the

newcomers Peter Morris, Joan

Rowe’s Arcade. The talent included Russell

original in that there are some cast changes,

Hague and Lenore Caton.

Jarrett, Valerie Wilson and newcomer, Judi

six new numbers, and it’s recorded in a

Direction was by Russell Jarrett,

Connelli. Barrie McMahon was the piano

studio as opposed to live.

choreography was again in the

player with Graham Foreman subbing for

hands of Neil McLucas, and Barrie

him on the odd occasion.
when at 16 he produced the revue In the

A.A.Milne, sauna baths,

Picture (10 March 1960) at St George

Shakespearian repertory companies

House, Upper Roma Street. The show

and the American language.

featured Marie Ferguson (later Williams),

In the Courier-Mail, Bob Hart

Brian [Bryon] Williams, Brian Blain,

claimed: ‘Who In the Hell Are You? has

Daphne Bomford, Mancil Ellis, Bob

more bite and quick-fire action than its

Murphy, Nan Catling, Neil McLucas, Fay

predecessor Sixes and Sevens ever

Knowles and Delaney.

McLucas, Valerie Wilson, Rod Delaney,
Eric Hauff, Judy McCaffrey, Queensland
Performing Arts Museum (Christopher
Smith, Beryl Davis, Robyn Nason), and the
staff at the Fryer, John Oxley and State
Libraries, Queensland.

n

Ship’ from Lady in the Dark.

score on the show’s original cast CD, which

Chloe bows in

was recorded before opening night. Paladino

second act solo ‘It’s Time’, another song
that was cut.
Veteran Robyn Arthur works hard to

musical these days, and the performances

second edition of the show called,

are right on the money. Mike McLeish is

appropriately, Second Edition (2 March

back to play the title character and scores

songs from Marie Galante, ‘Le Roi
d’Aquitaine’ is extremely pretty, as is ‘My

Before’ and Parker sings up a storm on his

The show is still fun, irreverent and witty,

English, French or German. Of the three

Parker does justice to the ballad-heavy

Rathberger is fine on ‘Never Felt Like This

shouldered) by Ken Lord, who seems to
she had just been usurped as the box-office

McKee, Ken Lord, Graham Foreman, Neil

Paladino, Alex Rathberger and Christopher

heard in its reprise version in the show.

performers: ‘The fine cast is headed (and
add a little bit more to the business of

A top flight cast headed by Silvie

and ‘Unexpected Love’, a song that was only

something rare for an original Australian

Two years later, Delaney directed a

exhibited.’ He then went on to praise the

dismal, Brisbane run in February.

is a standout on ‘You Take Me To My Dream’

Rodney Delaney first came to notice

ivories. Subjects skewered included

article to: Ian Austin, Frank Mesh, Jay

Peter Pinne gets in the groove with the platters that matter in show music CDs.
Sideshow Alley which had a brief, but
The CD we had to have
distinctive charm, whether she’s singing in

Brisbane’s nightlife continued when they

McMahon as usual tinkled the

Special thanks in the preparation of this

Show music thumbnails

included Roberta Grant and

being funny every time he steps on a stage.

James Duncan (Courier-Mail) was not

Continued in the next edition of On Stage

get some fun out of the rumpty-tumpty
‘Dance Me Onto The Dance Floor’ and the
ensemble sounds glorious on the opening,
‘Come Take A Chance At Sideshow Alley’

Chloe Dallimore features a song from each
of her recent starring roles, Ula in The
Producers and the title role in Thoroughly
Modern Millie on her first CD, Falling from
Grace. ‘Flaunt It’ from the former, and
‘Gimme, Gimme’ from the latter, contribute
to a 10 track album of contemporary songs
which includes three modern classics by
Amanda McBroom, ‘Dance’, ‘Ship In A Bottle’
and ‘Errol Flynn’, Kander and Ebb’s
‘Nowadays’ (Chicago), plus the Josh Grobin
inspirational hit, ‘You Raise Me Up’. It’s a

and ‘Sideshow’s Coming To Town’.

very listenable début album, which showcases
of a full orchestra, Peter Casey does wonders

the popular performer’s talents. In the absence

1962) opening in a heatwave at All Saints’

with ‘I Remember Kirribilli’, and ‘The Light

The charm of Weill

Hall, Ann Street. This time the cast

On The Hill’; newcomer to the team, Terry

I’m a Stranger Here Myself—The Songs

on arrangements and piano.

Pot pourri from Pop-Pourri

Peter Morris —a new Jarrett disciple—is a

champ by a guitar strumming nun in The

included, Diana O’Connor, Glenda Goode,

Serio, nails Bob Hawke in ‘My Right Hand

of Kurt Weill, is Alison Farrow’s one-woman

polished performer who could do justice to

Sound of Music (‘Flatulence’/Pinne–Battye).

Wendy Larkin, Garry Chadwick, Tony

Man’, and together they work magic on the

tribute to the late German composer which

revue in any company.’ Robert Hall

There was a Peter, Paul and Mary send-up

Girdler, and Bomford and Delaney, and

funky blues ‘Choose Me’, where Serio channels

she performed in Hobart. The album is a

(Bulletin) was equally laudatory: ‘The new

(‘Peter, Paul And Scary), and Lord and

according to the Courier-Mail, they ‘worked

John Howard.

good cross section of Weill’s canon, Lady in

revue is a very good one indeed. It moves

Grant did a riotous parody version of the

like Trojans’, to enthuse an audience of 25

The band is tight, the arrangements

the Dark, Lost in the Stars, One Touch of Venus

at tremendous speed and the moving parts

Beatles’ ‘With A Little Help From My

who were the only one’s brave enough to

sound terrific, and the booklet includes the

and Knickerbocker Holiday from his Broadway

albums is an impressive achievement, and

are more than functional. The cast is

Friends’, which became a pointed piece

venture out in the oppressive weather.

lyrics of all of the songs.

period, The Threepenny Opera and Mahagonny

this one will satisfy the fans with more of

headed by Ken Lord, surely the most

about government corruption.

The Alley lives on—on disc

from his early German years, and the rarely

the same, featuring as it does, a mix of

recorded Marie Galante, which he wrote in

opera, Broadway and standards. ‘Maria’

Paris after fleeing the Nazi regime in the ’30s.

(West Side Story), There’s A Boat Dat’s

capable product of all Russell’s [ Jarrett]

The show stayed around for five months,

Although the critic said the show was
‘bright’, they also thought it would ‘go

researching into local talent.’ Grant, as

followed by Lady Audley’s Secret, thereafter

more gaily under the stimulus of a bigger

Scarlett O’Hara, was thin-lipped because

the venue, like the Mark Twain, only played

audience’. Material was from a variety of
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Some musicals sound better on disc than
they do in the theatre, and that’s the case
with Paul Keelan and Gary Young’s
Winter 2007

Farrow has a more than pleasant
soprano, which imbues the material with a

‘You Raise Me Up’ also features on Nella
Fantasia (MEM017), the sixth album from
the Melbourne quintet Pop-Pourri. Six

Leaving Soon For New York’ (Porgy and Bess),
‘If I loved You’ (Carousel), and ‘So In

*
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Roberta, The Arcadians,
Waltzes from Vienna, A
Waltz Dream, The Gypsy
Baron, The Desert Song
and Bitter Sweet.
Bronhill’s glorious
coloratura has never

Flower Duet’ (Lakmé).

‘Lush Life’.

The album opens and closes with two
songs from Italy: Ennio Morricone’s album
title song, and Luciano Quarantotto and
Francesco Sartori’s often recorded, but
thrilling, ‘Time To Say Goodbye’.
Accompaniment on some tracks is solo
piano, and on others by an eleven-piece
orchestra arranged and conducted by

Dark Siren
Kaye Tuckerman’s first album Siren, with most

international odyssey of research and discovery.
Barbara Angell first began researching

of her career in the ’60s.

within the Arts Centre’s Coral Browne

Some tracks appear on

Collection way back in 1997 and the

CD for the first time.

project had an on-again, off-again history

The album also contains

because in the meantime she was

some sacred songs and

commissioned to write another biography.

operatic arias.

As she lives in Sydney and the Coral

Gladdy time

Browne Collection is in Melbourne, this

finally been reissued on
CD. This is the album recorded at the
Melbourne Concert Hall in 1983 and features
appearances by Sir Les Patterson and Dame
Edna Everage in a program called an
‘educational sonorama’.
It begins with an ‘Overture on Australian

meaning of the word, leaves one feeling very

Themes’ and ends with ‘Gladdie Time’, and

down. It’s a very somber and dark collection.

in between gives the audience ‘Peter And

Amos sit alongside Jacques Brel (‘Port Of

Story—Theatrical Life and Times of a Lustrous
in Melbourne on 14 June, climaxing an

of the material alluding to the mythological

Songs by Sting, Nick Cave and Tori

Coral Browne, The Coral Browne

albums, which were

Australia (BAC26) has

version of the Billy Srayhorn jazz standard,

biography of Australian actress

Australian, was launched at the Arts Centre

Carl Davis’ Song of

with operatic excerpts that include ‘The

B

arbara Angell’s long-awaited

these lovingly restored

Barry Humphries and

Best track is Lemon with a terrific

How and why did Barbara Angell came to write about one of Australia’s greatest 20th century actors?

sounded better than in

recorded at the height

Love’ (Kiss Me, Kate), are the show songs,

A journey with colourful Coral Browne

The Shark’, among other things.
At the time, it was Humphries’ take on

involved a lot of welcome visits by Barb to
her home town.
Born and raised in Melbourne, Barbara
Angell started her acting career with the
Melbourne Little Theatre, back in the days
when Brett Randall and Irene Mitchell
were in charge. The first play she appeared
in was The Guinea Pig, with a 16-year-old
Don Battye in the cast.
Soon after that Barb found herself on
stage at the Tivoli. This was an unexpected
deviation from her original plan to be a
straight actress, but professional theatre
work was as hard to get then as it is now,
so she took the job as a dancer, quickly

Richard M. Brown.

Amsterdam’/’My Death’), Kurt Weill

the classical music scene, and it’s surprising

Lushious Lemon

(‘Pirate Jenny’), and a number from

how little it has dated.

Disney’s The Jungle Book, ‘Trust In Me’.

Prehistoric opus

Buster Fiddess and Joe Lawman, as well as

Music by James Brett from the enormously
successful arena stage production Walking
with Dinosaurs (ABC 476 5918) (pictured)
has just been released.
More a soundtrack than anything, the
work is continuous (although it is separately
tracked); it gives us 21 pieces of underscore
that take us back to the Jurassic era. Rich in
its orchestral scoring by the composer, the
‘Main Theme’ is soaringly majestic, as is
‘Ornithicheirus Flies’.
Most effective are the highly dramatic
fighting pieces ‘Triassic Encounter’,
‘Brachiosaur Battle’, ‘Allosaurus Attacks’
and ‘Duelling Torosaurs’.

imported comics Richard Hearne, Billy

Genevieve Lemon, currently starring in the

Tuckerman is not without talent, but I can’t

musical version of Priscilla—Queen of the

see this album winning her many friends.

Desert, also works as part of the cabaret act

Accompaniment is by piano, guitars,

Lemon Tart. They have just released their

bass and percussion, and best tracks are a

first CD, recorded live at the Statement

nice version of William Finn’s ‘Sailing’ (A

Cabaret Lounge, Sydney. The five-piece

New Brain), and Kurt Weill’s ‘My Ship’

group consists of the Tart brothers Josh

(Lady in the Dark).

Quong, and Byron, who both handle
vocals, Colin Wilson on guitars, Brendan St
Ledger on piano, and Lemon also on vocals.
On Lemon Tart they have a good funky

June festival
One of Australia’s favourite sopranos, June
Bronhill, has just appeared on a lavish three

sound, which suits the material (a lot in the

CD reissue, The Platinum Collection

social conscience vein), and three show

(EMI Classics 094638916321).

songs: campy versions of Harry Warren

It features songs from some of her most

and Al Dubin’s ‘Keep Young And Beautiful’

famous stage successes: Robert and Elizabeth,

(Roman Scandals) and Walter Donaldson

The Sound of Music, The Merry Widow,

and Gus Kahn’s ‘My Baby Just Cares For

Orpheus in the Underworld; and some she

Me’ (Whoopee), and an all-male take on

only recorded on disc: The Land of Smiles,

‘I Know Him So Well’ (Chess).

The Count of Luxembourg, The King and I,
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graduating to working with the Tivoli’s
comedians. Among them were Red Moore,

All of the above CDs are available at
Middle Eight Music, 145 Osborne Street,
South Yarra, Victoria, 3141. Tel/Fax:
(03) 9866 1222. Link: www.middle8.com n
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Russell and others.
When Joe Lawman’s partner Joy was
thinking of retiring, the pair approached

Coral Browne as Mercy Croft in The Killing of Sister George (1968). ‘The whole experience is an

Barb’s parents to ask them if they would

adventure’: Barbara Angell.

allow Barb to join the act and become
Lawman’s new onstage partner.
Meanwhile Billy Russell went to the

high kicking routine!
Barb made her first trip to the UK in

Tivoli’s managing director, David N.

1958. She appeared in her own night club

Martin, and warned him that he should

act in several of London’s top clubs. She

she returned to Melbourne in 1961, and
soon afterwards formed a partnership with
Jon Finlayson.
The young couple put on a series of hit

hang on to her, so Martin put her under a

also did summer season variety at the

revues at Melbourne’s Arrow Theatre:

three year contract. She stayed with the

Opera House in Jersey, in the Channel

Outrageous Fortune, Slings and Arrows and

Tivoli from 1955 to 1958 and loved every

Islands. It was while she was in London

Don’t Make Waves. Outrageous Fortune still

minute, though it put paid to her straight

that she saw her first satirical revue and the

holds the record as Melbourne’s longest-

acting ambition.

light-bulb clicked on: ‘I can do that!’

running intimate revue.

From then on her life was to be mostly
in comedy and variety.
She appeared in the show that opened
television in Melbourne 1956—as one of an
expanded line-up of chorus girls doing a
Winter 2007

She promptly sat down in her London
bed-sit and started to write songs and
sketches for intimate revue.
She brought these home with her when

She appeared as a guest on most of the
television variety shows of the time, including
Delo and Daly, The Jimmy Hannan Show,

*

In Melbourne Tonight—and she became a
regular member of the Sunny Side Up team.
Page 37

Pragmatic concerns

they seated themselves in a corner of the

When The Mavis Bramston Show started
in Sydney, Barb wrote material for Show

foyer and Barb wired Bennett up with a

No.1 and continued when it was developed

microphone and switched on her recorder.

into a series. From then on she was a

In moments, a small crowd had gathered,

regular writer throughout the show’s four-

straining their ears to try to catch what he

year run. She eventually joined the

was saying to her. ‘It was the most fun of

permanent cast, ending up as the star in

all the interviews that I did,’ she said, ‘and

partnership with Ron Frazer. This made

it felt great to be back in London again.’
Of Coral’s contemporaries few remain,

her Australian television’s first female

but Barb was able to get an interview with

comedy writer-performer.

the brilliant Shakespearian actor Paul

In 1968, after she left Mavis Bramston,
she became an occasional guest on Beauty

Rogers, who played Macbeth opposite her

and the Beast with Stewart Wagstaff, but

Lady Macbeth in the West End and on

panel shows did not appeal to her and she

Broadway (1955–57) and with Frith

began to get itchy feet. She left for the UK

Banbury who directed her in several plays

again in 1969, meaning to take a six month

and remained a close friend for the rest of

break from Australian TV and hoping to

Coral’s life.

return to appear in sitcom or drama series.
Again, fate deflected her from her plan

Author Barbara Angell

‘The whole experience is an adventure
that I am very glad to have had,’ says Barb,

when, after only four weeks in London, she

was no one like her; for nearly 50 years no

‘And everyone was so co-operative and

was cast in Doctor in the House with Barry

smart dinner party was complete, in

happy to know that there was to be a

Evans. A few weeks later she appeared in a

London, New York, LA, without the guests

biography at last.’

television play, Staying On, with Patricia

vying with each other to repeat the latest

Lawrence and Ivor Roberts.

hilarious ‘Coral Browne story’. And that is

Browne’s career is taken into consideration

where the book’s title comes from.

it is amazing that so few Australians are

So her proposed six months’ break

familiar with her story. This book will put

developed into a 20 year career in the UK

Barbara began her research by working

as actor-writer. She did a lot of stage work,

through the thousands of papers and pieces

an end to that. She made more than 30

but some of the TV shows in which she

of memorabilia that make up the Coral

movies, usually in a supporting role, but

made guest appearances included All

Browne Collection in the Performing Arts

she won two BAFTA awards for Best

Creatures Great and Small, Not On Your Nellie,

Collection at the Arts Centre. This was to

Actress: one for her performance as herself

Anne of Avonlea and Shoestring, among many

bring her down from Sydney for days at a

in Alan Bennett’s An Englishman Abroad, the

others, meanwhile playing ongoing roles in

time and involved making several trips.

other for her sensitive and touching

series including The Jensen Code and Angels,

Having completed that task, it was time

performance as Alice of Alice in Wonderland
at the age of 80. The movie was Dennis

episodes of The Top Secret Life of Edgar Briggs.

the many illustrious people who worked

Potter’s Dreamchild and it very nearly won

Barb’s experiences in the UK set her up

with Coral, or who knew her. Many of her

her an Oscar as well.

nicely to interpret the life of Coral Browne.

contemporaries had already left the planet,

‘This is an Australian that Australians

‘As an expatriate actress I found parallels

of course, but Coral was the sort of person

should be proud of,’ Barb says, and adds:

between some of Coral’s experiences and

who inspired young actors as well, and some

‘…and she was also a very naughty

my own—or at least I could relate to them,’

of that generation were ready and willing to

Australian that Australians will enjoy!’

she said.

talk of their experiences. These included Jill

Coral Browne lived life her way and

Melford, Corin Redgrave and Alan Bennett.

didn’t give a damn what anyone thought of

The Alan Bennett interview was a

from my experience, and have become

and it was briefly discussed that many of

more aware of the importance of

the significant outcomes of the travel grant

developing and maintaining relationships

would very likely be intangible. My

with professional colleagues—but it has

journey thus far has

come at the cost of

been rather

time.

determined to meet

occasions when I

people and to

had wished that the

pursue an immersive

grant had offered a

experience in

structure that also

Europe and at times

included professional

I feel I may have

introductions.

he asked her to meet him at the stage door

research trips to London, was of genuine

well as being a superb actress. Throughout

of the National Theatre where rehearsals

love for Coral—with lots of laughter

her long and successful career, Coral

were in progress for his latest play.

punctuating the interviews—and with regret
Barb made a special point of collecting

achievements of John

Truscott,

the

foundation is dedicated to uphold,
encourage and promote creative design at
the highest level.

John Truscott Design Foundation Inc,
PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003
email: mdc@soundhouse.com.au

recently made a brief visit to London and
was beguiled by the city and overwhelmed

heavily and that my

point as I understand

stance has been

that such a structure

perhaps a little prosaic

would have inherent

London offers a familiar language environment.

rather than explorative.

drawbacks.

Finding the words

My long term
wish is to move
beyond observation

overwhelming sense

and to become

of opportunity and

thoroughly immersed

freedom, combined
with a somewhat
ambiguous sense of obligation. I have often

in European design
culture through

felt frustrated that I have not made a

gainful employment.

greater effort to develop a self-initiated

Cultural exchange

tangible project, but working in isolation is

I have met some wonderful people in
Europe who have enlightened me in ways
both personal and professional, and I
would like to introduce some of these
people to the design community in

by the art and design culture that thrives
there. In addition to this cultural richness,

I was intent to pursue a longer term
continental European experience with
cultural and language rewards.
The learning of a foreign language has
and continues to be one of my greatest joys
and greatest challenges. The improvement
of my language skills and my sense of
cultural immersion are inextricable.

Stamps and work permits
My age proved to be a significant factor in
my application for a work permit.
Australians under the age of 30 are entitled
to a one-year visa that permits both travel

Australia. I plan to realise this exchange

and work. While my immigration rigmarole

by a client, and without these commissions

with the co-operation of the National

was personally challenging and in some

I tend to feel a little disoriented.

Design Centre and the Australian Graphic

strange way valuable, it was rather time

accustomed to responding to briefs posed

In comparison, artists are fundamentally

that she is no longer with us.

enduring tribute to the aspirations and

conflict over this

Design Association. I feel that this is one of

consuming and has distracted me from my

self-reliant. The openness of the grant was

the most valuable contributions I can make

professional development.

at times disconcerting in that my purpose

with the opportunity that the John Truscott

was ambiguous; as a consequence I felt

Design Foundation grant afforded me.

Looking forward

compelled to create a structure and various

a pun in there that you will have to read

interview just as an audience was emerging

the book to appreciate!). She fitted easily

for an interval break. Barb says she walked

as many of those Coral Browne stories as

into all social circles. She was witty and fun

through that crowded foyer with Alan

possible. However it is not only for these

to be with. She could also be caustic and

Bennett at her side, praying that someone

Coral Browne should be remembered—it is

Doggedness and
doorknocking

bitchy. If challenged she could wipe you

there might recognise her. Nobody did, so

also for the fact that she was one of the

My primary objective has been to observe

out with one well aimed put-down. There

her moment of reflected glory was lost. But

most brilliant Australian actresses of the

European design culture through contact
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I remain in

An

aspects a little too

significant. As a designer I am generally

her. The reaction of all the people that

20th century.

There were

pragmatic. I

The traditional differences between

—as a character, and as an Australian, as

They went into the foyer for the

the John Truscott Design Foundation board

artistic practice and design practice are

Barb interviewed, during two special

Browne never forgot her roots (and there is

gained an invaluable sense of independence

something I have always found challenging.

highpoint for Barb, who is a big fan, because

Coral Browne survived by standing out

with various European designers. I have

identified during my initial interview with

brought with it an

to try to get interviews with at least some of

over there because of the strong competition.’

Objectives and outcomes were points

The grant

starring as David Jason’s wife in the 13

‘It’s not easy to survive in the business

Melbourne graphic designer Marco Gjergja reflects on his European
experiences—the result of a travel grant awarded by
the John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.

dwelt on these

When the importance of Coral

THE JOHN TRUSCOTT
DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

objectives for myself.

How long and where?

I am yet to find employment that is
thoroughly challenging and exciting, but I

If I had only stayed in Europe for a month

am continuing to search for opportunities.

I would not have faced the challenges that

My time in Europe has helped me

accompany a longer stay. In the case of a

develop a more independent sense of self,

shorter stay I think that London should be

and the experience of living in another part

considered as a potential destination. I

of the world is inexplicably wonderful.

n

n
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Melbourne
National treasures
Recent renovation work at the National
Theatre in St Kilda has revealed traces of
the hand painted décor that adorned the
auditorium walls when the building first
opened in 1921.

for nearly three years.
Listed by the National Trust in 1979 the

designed by Cedric H. Ballantyne, who
also left his mark on the Regent and the
Plaza in Collins Street, the Regents in
Sydney and Adelaide and the Wintergarden
in Brisbane.
This painted plaster work would have
been covered when the theatre was

via on-line catalogues and digitisation.

building by the Victorian Government in 1991.

grainger/

design in the 1930s, the museum has developed
serious structural problems, principally
from rising damp and inadequate roofing.

Australia: Melbourne
A $96 000 State Government heritage grant

removed some time ago to off-site

will fund the first stage of structural repairs

museum-standard storage venues.

to Kensington Town Hall. This includes
crucial remedial works to prevent further
water damage.

plan from heritage architects Allom

Structural cracking and rising damp

Lovell & Associates. This provides

have rendered large sections of the building

guidelines for conservation works

unusable, though Ballet Victoria occupies

and any future building modification,

three of its rooms.

as well as a detailed analysis of the

The Kensington Town Hall, built in

building’s cultural significance. It is

1901, is included on a Heritage Overlay of

anticipated that when restored, the

the City of Moonee Valley planning scheme.
The City of Moonee Valley is also

permanent and changing exhibitions,

contributing to the restoration and hopes to

and that the archival collection will

make the hall available to a wide range of

Restoration work is expected to begin

million development scheme that would
restore the facade of the 93-year-old
fill the auditorium with 30 apartments and
see another 30 in a 10-storey block that would
replace the ruined fly-tower.

Councils for the defence

Its precious collections were

continue to be stored off-site.

Maribyrnong Council has approved a $12.5

Heritage-listed Barkly Theatre, Footscray,

Built to Grainger’s own idiosyncratic

building will be used for semi-

Thring, Frank Thring’s father. It was

backed up by improved access to the collection
Link: www.lib.unimelb.edu.au/collections/

a detailed conservation management

consortium that included Francis W.

Second chance for the Barkly

museum was gazetted as a heritage

The university has commissioned

Originally the Victory, it was built for a

Australia: Melbourne

community groups for concerts, meetings,
exhibitions and public hire.

Metaxas Architects Pty Ltd’s application,
is basically the same as a previous scheme
approved in July 2003, but is two storeys

Now newly included on the World

based on the French drama Don César de

higher and has more apartments (see On

Heritage list, Sydney Opera House’s Trust

Bazan and was particularly known for its

Stage, Summer 2005).

members are concerned that commercial

lovely soprano aria ‘Scenes That Are Brightest’—

exploitation of the iconic building could

which, according to legend, was inspired by

lead to misuse through digital vandalism.

Wallace’s stay at the Bush Inn in 1835.

The Barkly was built in 1914. Although
it spent most of its life as a cinema, it had
substantial stage facilities and was used
occasionally for live shows, mainly
vaudeville. The theatre has been vacant
since 1989. A storm in December 1990
badly damaged the rear of the building.
Council approval includes a requirement
that an ‘archival quality annotated photographic
study of the building’ be completed before
the start of construction, and that surviving
decorative plaster elements be incorporated
in the interior décor.

shortly. This will include rewiring, repair of

Meanwhile members of Hobson’s Bay

the roof and storm water elements, walls and

Council have expressed concerns about a

internal finishes, and upgrading of security,

proposed arts facilities strategy that would

Australia: Sydney

audiovisual and communications systems.

allocate more than $10 million to upgrade

The museum’s paper based archive is

Telstra misdial on Opera House

the area’s arts facilities: $5.5 million would

stored in the university’s Baillieu Library,

go to the Altona Theatre, $2 million to the

where it is accessible on a 24 hour turnaround

Williamstown Town Hall and $2.55 million

basis via the third floor reading room.

to the Williamstown Mechanics’ Institute.

Additional fundraising and planning is

Further feasibility studies are at present

It was Telstra’s use of Uluru as an on-line
image in its virtual Second Life ‘island’, The
Pond, without permission from the

‘We are looking into the use of the

‘Melba sang this and other songs during

Opera House image on that website at the

her stay at the Bush Inn in 1924,’ says

moment and that’s all we have to say,’ an

McCarthy, ‘and in 1932 Hobart’s 7ZL (now

Opera House spokesman has said. ‘It’s all

the ABC’s 936) broadcast the opera live

very new to us.’

from New Norfolk.’

‘I know the Sydney Opera House Trust
does occasionally object to the use of the
Opera House,’ said Mr Tony Anisimoff,
partner at commercial and intellectual
property law firm Anisimoff Davenport
Solicitors. ‘Use of such an iconic commercial
building in a certain context implies an
association, a sponsorship or an endorsement.
‘But that sort of argument has never been
run in court,’ he said, adding that the
general copyright law only protected
blueprints and not the buildings themselves.
The drama continues…

The discs were recorded by Melbourne
radio station 3DB as part of the series Opera
for the People, sponsored by the Vacuum Oil
Company. The role of Maritana was sung
by Glenda Raymond and spoken by Mary
Ward; Don Caesar was sung by John
Lanigan and spoken by Keith Eden; the
King was sung by David Allen and spoken
by George Randall; Don José was sung by
Morris Williams and spoken by Douglas
Kelly. Eric Pearce narrated, Hector
Crawford conducted and Dorothy
Crawford directed.
McCarthy hopes to have a CD

traditional owners’ tribal elders, that had

Australia: New Norfolk

transcription of the discs available soon.

Tasmanian treasure restored

Link: www.jobfuturestas.com/soundpres

alterations of 1972 which installed teaching

Visitors to the historic Bush Inn in New

studios at the old stalls level, transformed

Norfolk, Tasmania, have long been intrigued

Australia: Brisbane

dress circle into a single level auditorium,

by a wall-mounted showcase displaying two

provided a completely new stage and,

16-inch diameter transcription discs of the

coincidentally, saved this remnant of earlier

British opera Maritana.

extensively remodelled in 1928. It has
remained hidden for nearly 80 years,
somehow surviving the major interior

underway for fresh Grainger-related

under way.

the suits at Sydney Opera House heading
for the rule book.

exhibition, recital and events programs,

times: no longer part of the auditorium, the

Now, thanks to the efforts of the Sound

wall in question is now in the ‘backstage’

Preservation Association of Tasmania, these

area of the National’s Drama School studios.

60 year old recordings can be heard again.
In March Telstra opened its Second Life

Australia: Melbourne
Grainger Museum
The University of Melbourne has committed

SPAT president Lindsay McCarthy,

Suncorp sinks in the north
Paul Dellit’s A Little Gossip website reports
that the Suncorp Theatre in Turbot Street,
Brisbane, is finally facing demolition.
Opened in 1969 as the SGIO Theatre,
the 619-seater was for many years home to
the Queensland Theatre Company, the

destination, The Pond, since when it has

assisted by Bob Warren, carefully dismantled

Queensland Opera Company and

become one of the most visited destinations

the case, transferred the discs’ audio content

Queensland Ballet. The Australian Opera

in the virtual reality world.

to computer, and then returned them to

and the Sydney Dance Company also

their pride of place in the hotel’s lounge.

appeared there.

The site allows visitors to the game to fly

$1.9 million to a major restoration of the

over Uluru in what in reality is a no-go zone

Grainger Museum on Royal Parade (right).

by legislation. An image of the Opera

born composer William Vincent Wallace,

the Optus Playhouse at the Queensland

The museum has been closed to the public

House is also included in the game.

with a libretto by Edward Fitzball. It was

Performing Arts Complex, the Suncorp *
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Maritana was written in 1845 by Irish-

Since 1998, when the QTC moved to

Page 41

has been mostly dark. It was used for the

Somerset and Absurd Person Singular scored

England: London

2004 Brisbane Festival, but since then it has

trophies for Jean-Marc Russ (Male Actor),

housed Suncorp’s staff training sessions.

Barbara Lowing (Female Actor), Brett

Olympic gold

A demolition permit has been granted

Collery (Sound), and Michael Gow

and a 27-story office development is

(Direction), while Last Drinks and Johnno

planned for the site.

carried off the prizes for La Boite, with
statues going to Helen Howard (Female

Australia: Brisbane
Fountain furore

Supporting Actor), Stephen Tandy (Actor)
and Craig Walsh (Lighting).
Other productions to feature included

A public campaign has been inaugurated in

the nest theatre company’s [sic] The

an effort to save the Cascade Court fountain

Knowing of Mary Poppins, which picked up

at the Queensland Performing Arts Complex.

awards for Leah Mercer (Direction) and

Designed by Robert Woodward, the

Margi Brown Ash (Actor), and The Straight

fountain has been dry for some time—

out of Brisbane Festival’s New Royal, which

robbing visitors of the unique experience of

won for Marcel Dorney (Script) and Lucas

hearing the sound of cascading water emulating

Stibbard (Supporting Actor).

the sound of an audience applauding.
Woodward, one of Australia’s most

Bille Brown wittily hosted the event on
the set of The Complete Works of William

respected fountain designers, told the

Shakespeare (Abridged), which ironically fell

Courier Mail’s Amanda Horswill that he had

on the same day as the Bard’s birthday.

received a letter from Arts Queensland’s
Public Arts Agency stating the fountain had

For a complete listing of the awards go
to www.matildaawards.com

been drained due to water restrictions and

At his family’s request

tune of £675b ($A1.5b) from the National

no picture is

Lottery—money that is used to fund arts and

being published.

community sports activities. The London
Games budget has more than trebled, and
the lottery money will go towards the shortfall.

Paul Atthow

National Theatre director Nicholas

Allen Blaxter

George Burarrawanga

Shirl Conway

Norman Kaye

Lobby Loyde

Helen de Paul

oam

Hynter told the BBC that the arts
community recognised that times were
tough financially and organisations such as
his were not asking for special treatment.
However, he pleaded for current funding
levels to be maintained.
‘Past experience has demonstrated that
a series of small cuts have a more
dramatically destructive effect in our sector

Marion Edward

than they do in virtually any other sector,’

Denis Farrington

oam

Aaron McMillan

he said. ‘The inability to plan ahead and
maintain investment levels means that almost

silent as we start to see, fairly early on in

how or when the structure would be removed.

the game, money being taken from the arts

Mr Woodward has vowed to stop the

allocation to fund the Olympics. We’re

State Government’s move. ‘I am horrified,’

raising the alarm now because cuts have

he said. ‘That fountain was designed for

Dawn O’Donnell

Val Pyers

oam

Lynne Randell

Justine Saunders

oam

already been made.’

longevity; it’s granite so it could last almost

Culture Secretary Tessa Jowell claimed

forever. There is very little water loss.

the arts could cope with the drop of ‘a little

‘The water is recycled and there is

over £100m ($A242.64m) over four years’.

hardly any evaporation.

She said that to describe funding as being

‘They are just finding a reason to remove

‘diverted from the lottery’ was ‘in a sense to

it. It’s just change for the sake of change.

misrepresent the purpose of the lottery’.

And it doesn’t make economic sense.’

‘The Olympics will provide a unique

While management blames the drought,

opportunity to showcase not just sports, but

supporters claim the fountain was turned

also arts and culture,’ she said. ‘The

off long before restrictions were introduced.

Noel Smith

oam

Mike Sutcliffe

investment is not just in sport and the

In fact, say some, this is the first step in

regeneration of east London but also in the

a secret QPAC plan to redevelop its the

Paul Atthow

cultural Olympiad.’

front entrance.

Ms Jowell stressed that the government
had promised ‘safeguards’ that the money

Australia: Brisbane

would not be withdrawn until 2009.

A waltz with Matilda

‘This is not about arts projects that are
running now and receiving grants now,’ she

As was to be expected, Queensland

added. ‘This is much more about other

Theatre Company picked up most of the

future plans and projects that may possibly

Matildas when Brisbane’s annual theatre

be delayed.’

awards were presented on 23 April at the
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2012 London Olympics will benefit to the

unreasonable for us to be expected to stay

of fountain in QPAC forecourt’ did not detail

Constance Drinkwater and the Final Days of

the Government’s announcement that the

Hynter added: ‘It would be grotesquely

The letter, which was headed ‘Removal

Their productions of Away, Private Lives,

The British arts community is up in arms at

immediately the quality starts to fall away.’

was now too dangerous to remain empty.

Cremorne Theatre, QPAC.

Exeunt

1944–17.4.2007
Former Brisbane-based dancer, choreographer
and teacher Paul Atthow has died in Tasmania,
where he had been living in semi-retirement.
Early in his career he toured Australia
with The Black and White Minstrel Show and
worked for BTQ-7 in Brisbane on such
shows as Theatre Royal. In 1965, Paul
Atthow and Sandra Breen founded the

Stephen Tandy won the Gold Matilda for his

Compiled with the help of Ken Boucher,

Southern Academy of Dance, which is still

performance in La Boite’s Last Drinks.

Paul Dellit, Peter Pinne and Robert Taylorn

going more than 40 years later.
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Atthow taught extensively in Queensland
and overseas. For many years he conducted
his own studio, the Paul Atthow School of
Dancing, teaching classical ballet, tap, and
jazz. He also choreographed many specials
for Channels Nine and Seven in Brisbane.
During the 1980s and 1990s, Paul was a
highly respected lecturer in Dance at
Queensland University of Technology (QUT).
His numerous Queensland Theatre
Company credits include work on Applause!,
Hello, Dolly!, They’re Playing Our Song and
Annie. He was also choreographer for Lyric
Opera of Queensland (now Opera

Queensland) on La Belle Hélène, The Merry
Widow, The Marriage of Figaro and Rigoletto.
Other recent credits include productions
for Queensland Musical Theatre and
Groucho’s Comedy Restaurant.
W

Allen Blaxter
7.3.1930–28.4.2007
Circus stalwart and Australia’s longest
serving professional magician Allen Francis
Blaxter was born at Dapto, NSW.

*
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He left school at 12 and worked in the

the media and public saw indigenous music’.

Harstine Island Theatre Club where she

mines to support his family. By the age of

After Warumpi’s last concert in Darwin

wrote, directed, produced and starred in

20 he had developed a magic act which he

in 2000, Burarrawanga promised his people

performed at parties, local schools,

that he would never stop. ‘The only way to

shopping centres and agricultural shows. In

stop me singing,’ he said, ‘is to throw a

1950 he sold his show bag business and

microphone in my coffin.’ He continued to

concentrated on touring his magic show

tour as a solo performer.

and collecting magic paraphernalia.
An adept animal handler, Blaxter

Burarrawanga performed at festivals
throughout Australia, including the

trained dogs, cockatoos, doves, rabbits,

Melbourne International, WOMADelaide,

ponies and even camels. In 1987 he bought

Stompem Ground and Garma, and he made

his first big top and incorporated his

music and educational tours to Germany. His

animals into a travelling show—Blaxter’s

stage presence was electrifying: he belted

Magic Circus. He sold his rambling house

out songs accompanying himself with desert

at Merrylands and moved to Caboolture in

boomerangs, and wore increasingly flamboyant

Queensland from where, for many years,

costumes in the Aboriginal colours

Blaxter and his wife toured their show

In 2004 Burarrawanga was recognised

through New South Wales, Queensland and

for his lifetime achievement at the

the Northern Territory.

inaugural Northern Territory Indigenous

Blaxter was one of the organisers of the
circus exhibition, a feature of Australia’s

Music Awards.
At his family’ request, George Burarrawanga’s

bicentenary celebrations in 1988. In 1993

personal Yolngu name and his photograph

he established his Circus World in an animal

have not been published.

park at Bundaberg, presenting performing

W

animals, a model circus and including a circus

Shirl Conway

memorabilia display.
W

George Burarrawanga
1956–10.6.2007
‘The Black Mick Jagger’, Warumpi Band lead
singer George Burarrawanga, has died from
bone cancer on Elcho Island in Arnhem Land.
Through his 25-year career he
emphasised the importance of sharing
Aboriginal knowledge in a quest to unite,
and not divide; to bring happiness, not conflict.
Born at Galiwin’ku into the Yolngu Mathaspeaking Gumatj clan, he worked initially
as a linguist.
In 1981, Burarrawanga, Luritja men
Sammy and Gordon Butcher, and white
teacher Neil Murray, formed the now
legendary Warumpi Band.

13.6.1916–7.5.2007
Australia’s Auntie Mame has died at the
age of 90.
Born in Franklinville, New York, Conway
attended the University of Michigan and

13.3.1935–15.4.2007

W

Helen de Paul oam
16.12.1921–15.4.2007

was in the popular children’s program

had a long and distinguished career in the

Adventure Island; she also appeared in Consider

Australian entertainment industry.

Your Verdict, A Country Practice, Homicide,

A bright soubrette from Marrickville,

Bluey and Ryan. She was a comic foil to

start in Coles Varieties, a travelling variety

Paul Hogan in The Paul Hogan Show.

show. It was there she met Clarence Lancelot

Edward’s films include Roadgames (1981),

‘Buster’ Noble, an up-and-coming young

Blue Fire Lady (1977) and The Wild Duck

comedian. They married in 1941.

(1983), with Liv Ullman and Jeremy Irons.

Helen took her stage name by

One of Edward’s earliest stage roles was

anglicising her mother’s name, di Paulo.

in the Melbourne Little Theatre’s production

After the war the Nobles joined the Tivoli

of The Crucible in 1958. She was an early

for shows like Stars and Garters, Atomic

member of the UTRC (today’s MTC). Her

Blondes, Sit Back and Laugh and Make It a

musical credits include the Australian

Party. She was a singer, dancer and straight-

musical The Ballad of Angel’s Alley, Hello,

woman and he a ukulele- playing, tap-

Dolly!, Oliver!, Razza-Ma-Tazz , Oh, What a

dancing comic. In the early 1950s they

Lovely War, and My Fair Lady (as Mrs Pearce

entertained Australian troops in Korea. De
Paul produced Anthony Hordern’s Saturday
Morning Children’s Radio Show and
choreographed for early television—including
Bandstand, which frequently showcased her
daughter, Patsy Ann (now Trisha) Noble.
In the 1960s the family went to London

with her sister Jacqui. They taught classical
and modern dance to generations of hopefuls,
while Buster taught tap.
De Paul-trained dancers, teachers and

and originated the role of Ruth Winters in

choreographers have made their mark

Plain and Fancy (1955), which she also

throughout Australia, in Asia and at the

played in London.

Moulin Rouge in Paris. Her services to

Auntie Mame, leading a huge and happy cast

Prisoner, Bellbird, Matlock Police, Division 4,

NSW, Helen McGoulrick got her professional

nightclubs.

In 1959 Conway toured Australia in

Edward worked in theatre, radio,

Noble and mother of singer Trisha Noble,

de Paul set up the de Paul School of Dance

Garnet H. Carroll’s production of the play

has died in Melbourne after a long illness.
television, film and musicals. On TV she

cover of Redbook magazine. She also sang in

Channing in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (1949),

Veteran Australian actress Marion Edward

Helen de Paul, widow of comedian Buster

to support Patsy Ann. Returning in 1967,

Cantor’s Banjo Eyes (1941), with Carol

Marion Edward

productions into her 80s.

started out as a model, appearing on the

On Broadway, she appeared in Eddie

W

dance education were recognised with an
Order of Australia Medal in 1999.
De Paul directed and choreographed

in the VSO production). And director Jon
Ewing cast her in the male role of Big Jule
in his Total Theatre production of Guys and
Dolls. Edward was as at home in Shakespeare
(she played in All’s Well That Ends Well in
Canberra in 1970 and King Lear for the

In 1972 Conway moved to Washington,
where she appeared with the Seattle

being shown and recently celebrated its

Jagger and James Brown, who changed the way

Repertory Company. She founded the

50th anniversary.
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his work in Man of Flowers. He also wrote

His ability to communicate at all levels
with all people allowed him to build a

the music for several of Cox’s films.
Cox paid a moving tribute their

reputation for high class work. He played

partnership in his 2006 documentary The

for royalty, for every Victorian state governor

Remarkable Mr Kaye.

since 1950, and every state premier right up

Behind the scenes was another partnership:

to Steve Bracks. His orchestras played for

Kaye enjoyed a long, loving relationship

just about every conceivable festive

with opera director Elke Neidhardt.

occasion: gala balls, débutante dances, 21st

W

birthday parties, wedding receptions, bar

Lobby Loyde

mitzvahs. Farrington was a life governor of
the Royal Melbourne Hospital. In 1996 he
was awarded the Medal of the Order of
Australia ‘for service to the community
through music and entertainment for over
50 years, also by supporting many charities
through fundraising efforts’.
In 2006 VTT member Bill Stephens
recorded Farrington’s recollections for the
National Library in Canberra.
W

Norman Kaye

18.5.1941–21.4.2007
Acknowledged as a father figure of Australian
rock music, veteran ace guitarist Lobby Loyde
was a driving force behind the Aztecs,
whose founder and singer, Billy Thorpe,
died in February.
Born John Baslington Lyde in Longreach,
Queensland, Loyde was a relative of Oscar
Wilde, as his great-grandmother Rebecca was
the illegitimate half-sister of the playwright.
His mother was a classically trained pianist
and his father a jazz trumpeter.
As a teenager he joined them in country

name Barry Lyde with Brisbane rhythm

Marigolds (which won her a Best Actress

and blues band the Purple Hearts. In 1967

Award). Edward appeared in Dorothy

reach the top of his various professions. It

he moved to Melbourne to join another

Hewitt’s The Golden Oldies during Playbox

was Dr A.E.Floyd, the organist of St Paul’s

rhythm and blues outfit, the Wild Cherries,

Theatre’s inaugural season and later, at the

Cathedral, Melbourne, who recognised Kaye’s

writing most of that band’s hits. In the ’70s

Malthouse, in Elizabeth Jolley’s The

potential as an organist and granted him free

Loyde joined Thorpe and the Aztecs who

Newspaper of Claremont Street.

tuition. This led him to Britain and France,

were the big local sensations at the

where he was trained by Pierre Cochereau

legendary Sunbury rock festivals.

group of senior students who offered can-

Burarrawanga as a combination of ‘Mick

occasionally deputised in the Tivoli orchestra.

Kaye’s survived a tough, dislocated

Pat McDonald and Malcolm Phillips.

Oil and Peter Garrett, who described

He won the 1983 AFI Best Actor award for

childhood in depression-era Melbourne to

Their songs included ‘Blackfella/Whitefella’,

the famous Vegemite commercial; it is still

films, right up to The Human Touch in 2004.

musicians to work in early television and he

Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon

Denis Farrington oam

And it was de Paul who choreographed

bands a night. Farrington also sourced

to rock prominence in the ’60s under the

the Helen de Paul Dance Company, a

she received an Emmy nomination.

He appeared in virtually all of Cox’s

Road, Once a Catholic, In Duty Bound and The

Frederick Parslow, John Proper, Ian Turpie,

the primetime drama The Nurses, for which

relationship with director Paul Cox.

Queensland backblocks. Loyde first came

Bush (1988) and Too Much Humbug (1996).

In 1986 Warumpi toured with Midnight

From the 1950s to the late 1980s
Farrington’s agency was booking up to 40

battle with Alzheimer’s disease. He was 80.

nursing and children’s homes and started

unofficial national anthem.

Skindeep he started his long, productive

teacher Norman Kaye has died after a long

Edward’s other MTC credits include

Joan Harris, Bob Hornery, Audine Leith,

daughter Mandy.

and film productions. In the 1968 short film

and artist booking agency.

Come Back Little Sheba, 84 Charing Cross

John D’Arcy, Lorna Forbes, Diana Goller,

taught in a Sydney dance studio run by her

was to become Australia’s biggest music

town touring performances throughout the

albums, Big Name No Blankets (1985), Go

She appeared in films and TV series,

He went on to appear in many more television

17.1.1927–29.5.2007

in Australia and overseas, releasing three

most notably in 1962–65 as Liz Thorpe in

His first major TV role was in Hunter.

time he was 30, he had established what

Acclaimed actor, musician, composer and

W

Home’, which has developed into an

recording and broadcasting; instead, by the

Sydney, 1972).

Australia. She produced charity shows in

a song of unity, along with ‘My Island

and Nimrod.

Mavis McMahon Show, Macleay Theatre,

the International Follies revue, which toured

can shows to order. In her later years she

MTC, the STC, the Ensemble, the Old Tote

He decided not to pursue a career in

MTC in 1971) as she was in revue (The

that included Carl Bleazby, June Clyne,

For 15 years Warumpi toured extensively

which included the great Ade Monsborough.

13.6.1920–20.6.2007
Born in Tallangatta, Victoria, Denis Daniel
Farrington started his working life as a
hairdresser in Acland Street, St Kilda, and
studied percussion and music arranging
at night.
After the war, Farrington formed his
own jazz band, the Blue Moon Orchestra,
Winter 2007

of Notre Dame Cathedral and won a Premier

He then formed the Coloured Balls, who

Prix for conducting at the Nice Conservatoire

became the rock’n’roll heroes of Melbourne

in 1966.

skinhead gangs. He moved to the UK, but

Homesickness triggered Kaye’s return to

returned to Australia in 1979, forming a

Melbourne. He became organist at St Paul’s

new group, Southern Electric. Loyde then

Cathedral, and director of music at Caulfield

began producing for other bands, including

Grammar School and he honed his skills as

the Sunnyboys, and Painters and Dockers.

an actor, principally at St Martin’s Theatre

In 2006 ‘the godfather of Australian

in South Yarra.
He went on to appear in many stage
productions with companies such as the

hard rock’ was inducted into the ARIA Hall
of Fame.
W
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Aaron McMillan
1977–14.5.2007
Brilliant young concert pianist Aaron McMillan,
who beat a massive brain tumour, has
succumbed to a recurrence of bone cancer.
He was aged 30.
Born in Sydney, McMillan began piano
lessons at nine years of age. The star pianist at
the Rudolph Steiner School on Sydney’s
North Shore, he gave concerts, won national
prizes and set goals such as learning all 32
Beethoven piano sonatas in one weekend.
An outstanding pupil of renowned piano
teacher Neta Maughan, he was 16 when he
became the youngest Australian pianist to
earn the Licentiate Diploma of Music with
Distinction. He took part in the 1996 Sydney
International Piano Competition and won a
two-piano competition with Anna Cislowska,
Maughan’s daughter.
McMillan was also an energetic entrepreneur.
He organised and financed many of his concerts
and recordings, presented other pianists and set
up a company, Wayfarer, to promote
emerging musicians. The first big event he
ran was a Sydney Town Hall concert where
20 Australian composers performed their
work, from veterans Miriam Hyde and Dulcie
Holland to the young Elena Kats-Chernin.
His second Opera House recital and
last major performance, in 2004, was an
Australian program featuring works by
composers such as Peter Sculthorpe and
Ross Edwards. His final recording, Arc of
Light, featured Australian works.
A planned third Opera House recital
became a concert presented by McMillan to
showcase other young pianists.
It was a sad event as McMillan appeared
on stage in pain but it was also a show of his
generous, good-humoured and endlessly
determined style.
His story was told in two episodes of
the ABC’s Australian Story series.
When asked why he was willing to
suffer so publicly, he said ‘If I can make
one person reflect on the fragility of life,
then that has been my purpose’.
His music lives on in a CD collection
he produced from St Vincent’s Hospital’s
palliative care unit in his last months of life.
At his bedside, three days before his
death, Aaron McMillan was presented with
a Mo Award for his outstanding contribution
to Australian music.
Link: Aaron McMillan.com
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Under a succession of notable conductors,

W

Dawn O’Donnell
1928–11.6.2007
The woman often credited with turning
Sydney’s Oxford Street into the gay centre
of the Southern Hemisphere has died from
ovarian cancer.
She was ever the leading lady, on stage
and off. The product of an impoverished,
broken Paddington home, she first hit the
spotlight as a highly skilled skater. She won
the Australian women’ speed skating
championship, turned professional, taught
at Sydney’s Glaciarium, then went to Paris
and London, where she displayed her talents
in Puss in Boots on Ice.
After experimenting with various business
enterprises, O’Donnell established a gay

Island, Queensland, Justine Saunders was

the Chorale sang frequently with the

forcibly removed from her mother and

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. In 1973

raised in a convent.

Premier Dick Hamer provided the Chorale

Her acting career spanned three decades.

He left to become musical director for

collector’. It quickly found a devoted
readership. ARMR continued for 72 information-

J.C.Williamson’s. Over the next 15 years he

packed issues, a run that concluded in

conducted nearly 40 musicals, including

December 2006 when Mike’s deteriorating
health made it impossible for him to continue.

with an annual grant; this enabled Pyers to

Her work in the movies The Chant of Jimmy

Hello, Dolly!, Camelot, A Chorus Line, Oliver!,

leave teaching and become a full-time musician.

Blacksmith,The Fringe Dwellers, and the TV

Funny Girl, My Fair Lady and A Little Night

He received the Medal of the Order of

mini series Women of the Sun, was widely

Music. He made frequent guest appearances

Association presented Mike with the ASRA

Australia in 1989. The Melbourne Chorale

acclaimed. She also featured in Number 96

with the Australian Ballet and his conducting

Award for Excellence. Previous recipients

remains the state’s premier choir.

and Prisoner. More recently she appeared in

for the visiting Dance Theatre of Harlem was

included June Bronhill, Dame Joan Hammond

Blue Heelers and MDA.

so successful that the company made him

and Slim Dusty.

In 1993 Pyers left the Melbourne Chorale
and formed a new group, the Victoria Chorale.
Illness eventually forced his retirement.
He spent his last years in Daylesford, where
he made a considerable contribution to local

Saunders assisted in establishing the

musical director in New York during 1980–81.

Black Theatre and, in 1987, the Aboriginal

He returned to the Australian Ballet,

National Theatre Trust.

serving as music director from 1985 to

Her numerous stage credits include The

In 2001 the Australian Sound Recordings

The award recognised Mike’s ‘outstanding
contributions to the Australian record industry
through discography and publications’.

1997. He conducted many international

Mike Sutcliffe died from the affects of

Cake Man, which she first tackled in 1975,

orchestras, including the Moscow, Montreal,

mesothelioma, a terminal cancer contracted

Capricornia (1988), The Currency Lass (1989),

Honolulu, Mexico, Rio de Janeiro and Seattle

from inhaling asbestos dust during his working

‘He transformed the way we see and hear

The Crucible (1991), No Sugar (1994), Black

symphonies, the Buenos Aires and Tokyo

life as a builder.

the world.’

Mary (1996), A Midsummer Night’s Dream

philharmonics and the China Broadcasting

(1997), and an extensive national tour of

Orchestra. He conducted in the Royal Opera

On Stage has learnt of the recent death of

House, London; the Kirov, St Petersburg; the

young WAAPA-trained lighting designer and

Kennedy Centre, Washington and City

production manager Matthew Cawse (1977-

Centre, New York.

2007). We hope to publish an obituary in our

music making and other community activities.
One of Pyers’ devoted choristers said:

W

wine bar, the Trolley Bar, off Sydney’s

Wesley Enoch’s Last Cab to Darwin (2003–4).

Broadway. Next came a lesbian bath house,

Lynne Randell

and then, in 1969, the legendary nightspot

1950–8.6.2007

Medea at the Malthouse Theatre in 2005.

Capriccio’s on Oxford Street, where the

Australia’s first teen star, Lynne Randell, has

Saunders received a Medal in the

drag shows rivalled Les Girls. In 1973

died after a long addiction to prescription drugs.

Order of Australia in 1991 for her services to

Born in Liverpool, England, Randall (her

the performing arts, particularly the National

NSW Premier Robert Askin performed the

Opera and Ballet Orchestra.

Her last stage appearance was in Black

Aboriginal Theatre.

Noel Smith was awarded the medal in
the Order of Australia last year.
W

W

next edition.
Compiled with thanks to John Cleghorn and
Claire Murch (Melbourne Chorale), Paul

opening ceremony for O’Donnell’s Jools

real family name) migrated to Australia with

Theatre Restaurant on Crown Street. The

her parents when she was five. They settled in

Supremes, Sherbert, Danny La Rue, Eartha

Melbourne where Randell began work as an

Aboriginal roles, once said: ‘When you

21.1.1939–5.2007

Kitt, Johnnie Mathis, Marcia Hines, Skyhooks

apprentice to society hairdresser Lillian Frank.

entertain you educate. I’d like to think

Born in Wentworthville, NSW, Mike Sutcliffe

Throsby (ABC-FM), Robert van

and the Village People all appeared there.

Pop entrepreneur Carol West ‘discovered’ her

people will remember me for playing my

spent his working life as a builder. Apprenticed

Mackelenberg, Circus Fans of Australasia,

Jools was gutted in a mysterious fire in 1977.

and she became a regular on TV’s The Go! Show.

part in educating and entertaining. The

to his father, he eventually took over the

Mandy de Paul, Robert Foster, Graeme

curtain may come down, but hopefully the

family business, which he ran until 2000.

Haigh, Geoff Orr and Barrie Stewart.

His interest in music started early. He

In partnership with French chef Roger-

After her début single was released by

Saunders, who hated being typecast in

Claude Teyssedre and the ubiquitous Abe

EMI in 1965, bookings on Bandstand,

next generation can see what is achievable

Saffron, O’Donnell opened Patches Disco

Saturday Date and Sing Sing Sing followed

if this Little Black Duck can do it.’

on Oxford Street in 1976, then Flo’s Palace

swiftly. She went to the UK, where she

and a Crown Street lesbian haunt, Ruby Reds.
Her philanthropy was legendary and she
is credited with persuading her friend Elton
John to contribute $150 000 to the Bobby
Goldsmith Foundation, an AIDS support charity

appeared at the famous Cavern Club in

W

Val Pyers

oam

14.10.1931–6.3.2007
Born in the Victorian Wimmera town of
Minyip, Val Pyers trained as a teacher. In
1956 he graduated with a BA from Melbourne
University and commenced teaching at the
Yallourn High School. Soon after, he
formed the Yallourn Madrigal Singers; they
are still flourishing.
In 1965 Pyers created the Melbourne
Chorale, setting up its subscription series
and engaging fine soloists to present first
Australian performances of English, European
and American choral works. He also
commissioned Australian compositions.

Liverpool. In the US she struck up a

W

Noel Smith

oam

friendship with the Monkees; she appeared

14.9.1928–28.2.2007

with them on tour in America, on bills that

The son of a plumber, Noel William Frederick

included Ike and Tina Turner and Jimi

Smith was born in Granville, NSW. He won

Hendrix. Her greatest hit, ‘Ciao Baby’, was

a scholarship to the Sydney Conservatorium,

released in 1967.

where he played flute, studied conducting

In 1968 Randell settled in Los Angeles

with Nikolai Malko and Eugene Goossens—

and became the US correspondent for the

and enjoyed jam sessions with fellow

Australian pop music weekly Go-Set. She

students Don Burrows and Graeme Bell.

returned to Australia in 1980. After appearing

After graduating, he played flute with

in a few 1960s revival concerts, she became

the Borovansky Ballet, where he met

Ian ‘Molly’ Meldrum’s personal assistant—a

ballerina Rosemary Mildner, who became

role she later repeated in New York with

his wife. She helped him understand a

Sire Records’ chief Seymour Stein.

dancer’s needs and to develop the right

Randell had been living quietly in
Melbourne since 1988.

supporting the performers.
In 1962 he became the first musical

W
.Justine

balance between leading the orchestra and

Saunders

oam

director of the Australian Ballet and five

20.2.1953–15.4.2007

years later, in 1967 he helped establish the

A member of the Kanomie clan of Keppel

Elizabethan Trust Orchestra, now the Australian
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Mike Sutcliffe

Dellit, John Lester, Maggie Millar, Mary
Murphy, Peter Pinne, Jan Russ, Margaret

played clarinet and began collecting records.

Correction: John Inman

His passion was Australian jazz, 1920–1939.

Brett Heath writes: There is one matter to be

Whenever he could, he travelled Australia

corrected in your obituary of the late, great,

with his wife, Dale, ‘junking’—scouring the

John Inman (On Stage, Autumn 2007). The

country for antique and junk shops in search

article stated that Mr Inman’s last appearance

of records, sheet music and entertainment-

in Brisbane was in a production of Are You

related ephemera.

Being Served? at the Twelfth Night Theatre in

Eventually Mike’s collection came to be

2001. In fact, Mr Inman’s last appearance in

recognised as one of the finest in Australia.

Brisbane was in a production of Bedside

He was constantly called on to provide

Manners at the Twelfth Night in May–June

material and advice for radio and television

2003, in which he shared the stage with Jon

programs, films and countless publications.

English, Chris Betts, Dragitsa Debert and Lisa

He shared his collection—and his knowledge

Broadby. The production was a huge success.

and expertise—with legendary generosity.



- Brett Heath, Brisbane n

And he fostered a vast network of friendships
among fellow collectors and older professional

Coming in the Spring issue of

ON STAGE

musicians, many of whom entrusted their

n

Remembering Richard Crooks

personal memorabilia to his care.

n

Sounds like the original boy from Oz

n

Melbourne’s new Arts Plaza

n

Harry, a Culinary Champion

Record and Music Review, ‘a quarterly

n

Recreating Australia’s first theatre

discographical magazine for record and music

n

Winging it: A.W.Pinero in Australia

In April 1989 Mike wrote, edited and
published the first edition of his Australian
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A

On-air achievement

fter 10 years and

Communication at RMIT

500 episodes, the

University, Arts Alive has

Melbourne-based

given more than 200 students

weekly arts radio program

professional experience as

Arts Alive is still very much

reporters, news readers,

alive—and kicking!

editors, and presenters. The
program’s alumnus now

Producer-presenter
Vincent O’Donnell explains

includes an evening TV news

that Arts Alive was modelled

reader, a breakfast radio

on the ABC’s PM program.
‘We are the only radio program
that takes a news and current

Vincent O’Donnell, producer
and presenter of Arts Alive.

personality, numerous
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reporters and many radio

ABC. Through Arts Alive these budding

traditional highbrow, "must-be-an-expert-to-ask-

young professionals have been exposed to

questions" approach so beloved of arts

reporting the arts on an equal footing with

broadcasting.’

news, business or sports, using the same

between the arts and a wide Australian audience
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parliamentary or general

the arts and cultural affairs. We break with the

top rating programs, Arts Alive gives a bridge
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